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At Age 100, Joe Kearney Keeps
Active, Ignores Rocking Chair

15 c

nu Faculty Opposed Al

emphian Shot
In Missouri

To UT In Nashville M

When a person has celebratIn a position paper issued on Holt of the University of Tened 99 birthdays, it is quite
May 29, members of the facul- nessee had stated that he
possible that the 100th might
ty of Tennessee State Univer- hoped to see the Nashville
seem like just another day.
sity view witli alarm the es- Center take its place in the
That is just what happened
tablishment of a Nashville UT system with the same
to Mr. Joe Kearney of 9927
branch of the University of status as UT-Knoxville', UtBlack Road out in White StaTennessee and say that it will Chattanooga and UT-Marian
tion.
be an unnecessary burden on by 1971, a goal which seems
A neighbor kept the date in
the taxpayers to support an- near with the appointment of mind, and when he called
other school in an area al- a chancellor for the UT Nashto congratulate Mr. Kearne!,
•
ready being served by Tenhe found him gone for the
center.
nessee State University.
The establishment of the
day, and the 100th anniversary
The building of the Nashville UT Nashville Center, the faof his birth, forgotten.
UT Branch is also looked upon culty said, would be an added
Living to see the century
as an effort to perpetuate burden on the' taxpayers, since
mark is nothing new in the
segregation, as whites would it is difficult to finance even
Kearney family. His father,
tend to choose the UT Branch one State University in a liNed Kearney, was 111 when he
instead of going to what has mited goegraphical area. In
died hack in the early Fifties,
A
64-year-old
Memphian.1 the establishment.
been traditionally a black in- such inflationary times as the
and his mother 108 when she
Sam Cabbage of 1351 Kentucky' As Mr. Morris 'as driving
stitution.
St., was shot and killed lastl back to Blytheville, Deputy
died three months later.
present, the financing of two Former Mayor
William B. Sunday morning
After noting that a case may prove "too costly an
The death of his parents
at State Line,1 German said he sideswiped
Ingram will be a candidatei
is in court regarding the state's undertaking unless the upended a marriage of more
Mo..
by
an
Arkansas
police- a car and went into the Mich.
for the office of Shelby County'
responsibility to do away with grading of one is accompanied
than 80 years and they were
Another officer was driving
Commissioner in the August! man, who later shot and killed
himself.
said to have held the record
in the vicinity at the time and
a dual system of education, by the downgrading of the election.
According to Deputy Sheriff called to the detective who was
for a:Jesting marriage at the STILL GOING STRONG after
the paper states: ''One ob- other."
passing the century mark
vious reason for the concern The faculty suggests that He said that he will endeav- Tommy German of the Sheriffs, walking along the highway.
time. .
last week is Joe Kearney, going on a 101, and out
in his
at
Carruthersand comment that have been Tennessee follow the example or to represent all of the re- Department
Mr. Kearney, at 100, is more s aril trimming the hedges
Mr. Morris then pulled his
when the photographer called
sidents of Shelby County to ville, ?do., Mr. Cabbage was
occassioned by the expansionist of other states.
active than men and women at his home at 4927 Black
service revolver and shot himrd. Mr. Kearney has a partthe
best
his
of
ability,
and
not
sitting in the kitchen of the' self below the heart, fatally
moves of UT in Nashville is "Three of our sister border
25 and 30 years younger than time job as custodian in
White Station. Both of his parents
his age, in fact,, he still has lived more than 100 years.
the general lack of official states - Kentucky, West Vir- only those living within the Casablanca at State Line, Mo., wounding himself.
(Withers Photo)
waiting for his breakfast to
information about the direc- ginia and Missouri - not long city limits.
a part-time job. He serves as
Mr. Cabbage was a frequent
"I believe that the votters be cooked.
the custodian of the New Phil- President's Island to the Mem- was not paid a dime. His only tion that the proposed up- ago found themselvds faced
visitor to State Line, Mo., and
Shelby
of
County have a right He said that Ersel k(orri,
adelphia Baptist Church on phis shoreline and stack them pay was the satisfaction that graded facility is to take.
with the same problems that
expect the Shelby County a 57-year-old, black detective. went up there just about every
Mendenhall and mows the lawn along the bank. He would he received from knowing he, -While testimony adduced now confronts Tennessee. They to
l weekend.
Commissioners
make two trips a day.
when it needs it.
at the trial in District Court solved the problem quite dif- thing possible to do every- on the Blytheville, Ark., police' The police said that Mr. I
had helped his fellow man.
to improve coun- force, walked in and
"I remember when the When the high waters came Another event which stands stre'ssed that UT Nashville ferently.
said,'Cabbage had told the kitchen
ty government and keep taxes Sam, I've got to
kill yciu.Istaff at the Casablanca that
church was organized under back in the 1880's, Mr. Kear- out in Mr. Kearney's memory will continue to function pri- "Instead of bringing
in
down,"
a
he
said,
"and
this
I
You did me wrong three years' he
a bush arbor," he said, and ney said he used his boat is the Yellow Fever epidemic marily as a night School gear- branch of the predomin
had been drinking a little
antly will do."
then explained that in the days to rescue many people, black a few years later.
ed to the needs of the busi- white' state university to the The former Memphis mayor ago."
too much to start his drive
Detective
Morris then pulled
before the members could and white, whose homes were "Some
professional com- site of the black state
days you would go ness and
uni- said he believes his experiencel his service revolver and fired back to Memphis and that he
afford to buy a building in swept away from the low lands by a
would stay around a while
house where all of the munity. and while as the versity, for the convenience and knowledge of government several times. Three of
which to worship, tree branch- in Arkansas and came floating people
the before beginning his drive back
were living," he said, Court stated, there is nothing of white students who were re- will be beneficial to all tax-i shots hit Mr. Cabbage, and
es would be cut and piled in down the Mississippi river.
he home.
"and return a day later and in the record to show that luctant to "integrate," each payers of Shelby County andl died en route to a
hospital. Relatives
an arrangement to shield the Some he rescued from .their find
plans
presently
to
school
the
of
that
these
o f Mr. Cabbage
he
states
will solicit the votes of The officer reportedly
every one in the house
encouraged all
worshipers from the hot sun. homes, he said, while he.found dead."
inaugurate a strong day pro- students to attend that state- all who are interested in
told ' later drove up to Missouri
betthe
bystande
rs that he was,
Born In ex-slave parents others clinging to trees.
signed a release on the body
ter government and less tax- going back to
He helped out in the burial gram."
Blytheville and
on the Kearney plantation at "On occasions; I would find
See
that
faculty
The
said
TSU
Page
es.
detail, he said, and the vickill
himself
and
walked
out of
Sardis, Miss., he came to women who had stayed all tims
See Page 2
were carted off to Pot- there is no testimony, also,
Memphis with his family in.night and days in trees holding ter's
Fields in wagons, dump- which would suggest that the
'with crimes against —
humanity
1882. when it was posvible to isn to their 'children, and their ed in mass
institution will not be later
graves
in
no
certhe
United
circle the city in less than an arms would be worn out.
school.
converte
day
a
to
d
tain
and dirt piled on,
said that the
hour "and you wouldn't be "Before I could get to some top oforder
which would place it. a prethem.
President was not subject to
sweating."
of them," he said, "they would Mr. Kearney also recalled dominantly white institution.
jurisdiction of the Court,
n
Gene
ral
He recalled that for several just let go and fall in the the days
Sess
with
competit
ions
ion
when ice was collect- in direct
'hence
IrTimce.d the charge oust:be disAgai
nst
years he owned a boat - he waters and drown."
Nixo
n
ed from the river in winter. Tennessee State Lpivrrstty, a One of the city's oftstanding dary ' education at Li-Moyne
called it a skiff - and would Those he rescued. he heought buried
young lawyers, Atty. W. Otis College. he taught for six
u. -1PatiUM ati.
in sawdust and sold to predominantly f,1ec:7 achool.
that- a
load it with two 500-pounds to Memphis. For his part
The paper mentions that Higgs of 3185 Dickmann, has years then entered the
People's Court will be held in
Membales of cotton and row from in the rescue operations, he
rtliring UT President Andrew filed as a candidate for judge phis State Universit
See Page 2
Washington the weekend of
y Lau
of General Sessions Court, School where he earned Juris
Sept. 4-6 for the purpose of
A
civil
action filed in a Fed- 'trying
Division Four.
Doctor degree.
eiaf District Court in Wash-i chargesPresident Nixon on the
',Mr. Higgs was spotlighted in
filed for an organizethe news last winter when he While attending law school, ington, D.C., against President Won called "We The People."
Richard
M. Nixon by Lance I Kelly
took on the co-defense of four Mr. Higgs was employed as a
Delaney, director of
black marine veterans of deputy criminal court clerk Watson of 1031 N. Watkins si,iinformation for the organization
Memphis
,
has
been dismissed. said, "If the Federal
Vietnam who were facing long in the Shelby County Criminal
Court
Mr. Watson had filed the can't
prison tdrms for allegedly
handle him, the People's
suit
The Memphis Police Depart- in what is considered a high The young people of the Mt.
charging
the
President Court will."
starting a riot at the MillingSee Page 2
ment will appeal a $2,500 dam- crime area of the city, and Vernon Baptist Church a r e
ton Naval Air Station in July
age award :to a 43-year-old when told by police to move conducting a workshop entitl1969. The rioting charges were
mess attendant who was se- on, he told the officers that ed "Young Christians Combatsubsequently dismissed
and
verely beaten when arrested he was supposed to meet some- ing Drug Abuse" and "Youth
the marines were given from
on July 18, 1969 on a charge one at that spot and refused. Defending the Need of the
one to six-month terms in the
of disorderly conduct when be He
was arrested and taken Church in the '70s."
brig for fighting. All are free
failed to move on after being to the police
station. After get- Dr. S.D. Edwards from Flint,
and out of the service now.
ordered to do so by police. ting
there, the officers said Michigan, is a specialist in
A native Memphian, Mr.
Federal District Court Judge that he refused to get out of this area and he will lead the
Higgs grew up in the Orange
Bailey Brown awarded the the squad car, and after they workshop assisted by Rev.
Mound community where he
damages to Joseph Ealey from pulled him out he reportedly J.L. Netters, the pastor.
attended Melrose High School
Patrolman C.J. Mills.
struck Patrolman Mills in the Thirty young people from
up until the tenth grade and
Mr. Ealey was represented chest.
10 churches have been invited
then was admitted to Morein the suit by Attys. Witter Mr. Ealey said
house Condo in Atlanta on a
that he did to participate in this program.
Bailey and Irwin Salky of the not., remember what
The workshop will be held
Ford Foundation Early Adhappened
law firm of Ratner, Sugarmon between the
missions to College Scholartime that he was at the church, 547 Mississippi
and Lucas.
ship.
arrested and when he came Blvd., Saturday, June 13, from
In his ruling, Judge Brown to in a hospital bed some hours ten o'clock in the morning unAfter returning to Memphis
til four o'clock in the aftersaid: "Officer Mills employed later.
,for a bachelor's degree In
noon, with a 12:30 break for
considerably more force than His attorney'
American history and secons contended that lunch.
is necessary to subdue the he was
illegally arrested, but
plaintiff and .. . this unreason- the
officer's testimony was A reception is planned that lip
able use of force caused the not refuted
on what occurred. night from seven until nine in
plaintiff (Easley) substantial Officer
Mills admitted that he honor of Dr. Edwards. The
injury.
struck Mr. Ealey five or six Rev. E. Currie, pastor of
DR. S. D. EDWARDS
Mr. Ealey was standing on
Christ, M i ssionary
Baptist
a corner with a group of men
See Page 2
Church, will serve as toast- master for the evening. All
young people and community
leaders are invited to participate in this program.
Dr. Edwards is the pasotr of
SEE'KS JUDGESHIP - Atty. W. Otis
the Ecumenical Baptist Church
judge of General Sessions Court,
Riggs, seen here with his wife. Mrs.
of Flint, and executive secreDivides
Four. He is one of four
Carole Ann Higgs, and daughter Stephanie.
candidates seeking
tary of Christian Education
the
post. (Hooks Brothers Photo)
four, has announced as a candidate f o r
of the Department of Christian
Education, Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.
He is a member of the Corn-

vil e

Former Mayor
Will Try For
County Post

Atty. Higgs Candidate
I

Arkansas Detective
Then Commits Suicide

Watson's Suit satnadtesgenAcrwirden.eybast

Is Dismissed

$2,500 Awarded Man Mount Vernon Baptist
In Brutality Case
Plans Youth Workshop

See Page 2
WILLIA M WRIGHT

Young Teachers Real Estate
Will Present
Salesman Enters
Music Students District 5 Race

RAINY GROUND-BREAKING - Former
Mayor Edmund Orgill breaks ground f o r
LeMoyne Owen ( olleg e's new Science
Mathematics learning Center The brief
ground-breaking ceremony w a s conducted
in the rain immediately following the Coi.
kge's centennial baccalaureate servic e.

Husband Beaten After Calling
Police In A Spat With Wife

By PERRY 0. WITHERS
"You black SOB, sure you'll
get your name in the papers,
but nothing else is going to
happen," said the Memphis
Misses Yvonne Smith and
policeman. The scene was the
Alteena Foster will present William Wright, a real estate emergency room at .John Gastheir students in recital on salesman of 930 S. Wellington ton Hospital on the evening
Sunday, June 14, at 4 p.m. at st., has qualified as a delegate of June 1, 1970. George Edthe Parkway Gardens Presby- to the Constitutional Convention ward Rayford had just refused
terian Church.
from District Five.
medical attention shouting to
Miss Smith and Miss Foster The Constitutional Conven- the top of his voice that he
are former students of Omar tion is eomposed of delegates wanted to see members of the
Robinson, who is presently a from various districts in the press.
professor of music at Langs- state of Tennessee who will op"I want the
ton University, Langston, Okla. pose any reclassification of what has been public to see
done to me." jilt
Mr. Robinson inspired the properties, because taxes will With this
Mr.
Hayford was .
two music teachers to con- more than double on the homes snatched up
and moved to the
'
tinue
their
work
music.
in
of
poor
people.
prisoners' section of the ward
Others in the picture, left to right: retirMiss
Foster
is
a
graduate
He is a graduate* of Booker where he
ing President Hollis F. Price, Dr, Walter
of Siena College and Miss T. Washington High School and stretcher was handcuffed to a
W. Gibson. chairman of the LeMoyneThey tried to treat
Smith a graduate of Knoxville Memphis State University He
him any way, putting an inOwen natural science clivison; a•d Dr.
College.
is married to the former Mies travenous tube and
Owen %natural science division: a a d Pr.
needle
Mr. Robinson will present Marian Clark and a former in his
neck. But he bent over
Charles Dinkins, development director for music
certificates to the stu- employee of International Har- to see
of his cuffed hands and "'the eolket.
dents.
vester Company.
removed it.
GEROGE RATFOIRD

A 'ho: t time later a
photographer arrived. Mr.police
ford told him that h e Raywant any more dealings didn't
with
policemen
The photographer
took his picture
any way.
"You black b----, I
wish I
had a bullet in this
camera,
"
he sneered as he
snapped the
shutter.
George Rayford, 26,
an employee of Airways Fence
Company, had, a little
over an
hour earlier been the
of severe police brutalityvictlln
.
He h ad an argument
with
his wife, Patricia,
their resideence at starting at
1308 Miss.
Blvd., that resulted in
the appearance of his
mother-in-law,
Mrs. Therothy Williams
According to him and
his
sisters, the mother-in-law
wow
ed a .32 revolver at
Mr. Rio.
See P11.9
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Husband Beaten After Calling Police
;

Kearney
Condoned From Page 1

Ccattitits
Suicide

residents in the summer.
Continued From Page 1
officer, "a much bigger man," In a few minutes approxi- They took Mr.
•
Rayford to ford was out on $.500 bond.
Continued From Page 1
says
the
victim,
joined in with mately twenty police cars were John Gaston, and later that Before
The river, he said, would
ford while be held his 20be
was
home
hour
an
on the scene.
night to city jail, where he six car loads of police were freeze to depths of two and and had it brought back to
month old son in his arms. his nightstick.
They beat Mr. Rayford to Brandishing riot guns and was not allowed to use
This
the at his house entering from three feet — "thick enough Memphis.
frightened
everybody, his knees, then
rolled him revolvers they forced
the telephone because as they the front and rear, handcuffing
and, prompted one of his sis- over
to put the hand cuffs on crowd back. They gave chase told him he had not been
for you to drive out on it with Mr. Cabbage is survived by
teas, Miss Linda Rayford to
him again. This time with a
his wife, Mrs. Sadie Cabbage
to and caught Harvey. "Po- charged. The next morning peace warrant sworn
rail the police, "for George's him.
out
by a horse and wagon."
of the Kentucky st. address;
One officer sat on his head licemen were everywhere" the turnkey read
protect."'
the charges unknown parties, the mother
Mr. Kearney and his second a son, Irvin Cabbage of 1924
while 11 e grappled with the said Mr. Rayford's father, off: Disorderly conduct, using
The sequence of events movin-law is suspected.
wife of more than 40 years, Riles; eight grandchildren and
abusive language to a police
ed !rota the Miss, address to cuffs; the other continued to who came to the scene.
four-grandchildren.
beat him getting a lick in
They put him in the squad officer, and assault and batMrs. Susie Kearney, were livanother of Mr. Rayford's siswhere he could. Now hand- car where through the open tery on a police officer.
ter's house, a half a block
ing in the Berclair section of One of his grandsons is
cuffed and laying half on, door one of the officers was
around the corner at 718 Rich- half
Memphis where he was fire- Charles Cabbage, who was a
off the curb Mr. Rayford seen to continue to strike him. He swears that he only
mond,-and back around to the
man at the Johnson Green- basketball star at Carver High
got what he calls "the worst." With reinforcements on the used his hands t o ward off
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
Miss. address.
house when he retired about School and Owen College and
Continued From Page I
According to witnesses, lin scene and the man in the car blows. In the early afternoon
MIA FARROW
At approximately 10:30 p.m. two
30
years
ago.
later
associated
with
militant
on
a
Tuesday
June
2,
policemen
Mr.
Ray- supported institution
beat Mr. Ray- the two officers left headed for
a squad car passed in front
ROBERT
MITCHUM
already
group
called
the
Invaders
of
His formula for a long life Memphis.
of the Miss, address, where ford continuously for over 15 the hospital. "Car 51 transin existence.
minutes. A large crowd began porting," he recalls hearing the
is: "Take care of yourself,
Mr. Ilayford, the nother-into gather.
driver say over the car radio.
"In consequence of this po- serve the Lord and stay out
law, aad? wife were again conFuneral arrangements were
A black Guard Marksman According to him they made
licy West Virginia State Col- of trouble!"
incomplete on Monday.
fronting.:each ether. The mo- passing,
stopped his car i n no effort to hurry, though his
lege, formerly all-black, is
N.J. Ford and Sons Funeral
ther-in-law, gun in purse, took the middle
Continued From Page 1
of the street and face and shirt were red with
now predominately white; Ken- "I have never been arrest- Home will be in charge of
her daughter, jumped in the jumped
out. He pulled his the blood from the open wounds Court. lid has served as
TECHNICOLOR
car to 'follow the police around
an tucky State College (at the ed, never been in a fight, never burial services.
gun and told the angry crowd in his head.
incidentally), shot dice and never played
capital,
Eye at: 1:00 4:30 8:00
assistant public defender and State
to Rirchniond; "to get her to
get back. The police con- "The policeman sitting in part-time instructor
Secret at: 2:40 6:10 9:40
of busi- formerly all-blaCk, is now 40 cards," he said with a small
story en first." Mr. IIIIIyford
tinued their beating.
the back with me kept bitting ness and constitutional law at per cent white; and Lincoln display of pride.
explatned. She let her daugh- One
of the people in the me until I decided it would LeMoyne-Owen College.
University, Missouri's formerter out of the parked police crowd,
There was no party staged
Harvey Woods of 801 be smart to play like I was Mr.
Higgs has been most ly all-black institution, is now to celebrate
car and kept goilig. The wife Richmond who knew
his 100th birthGeorge unconscious. Even then he effective as a champion
one-third
white."
of the
began :talking with the police Rayford, yelled at
day, but the members of his
the police hit me two more times."
rights of the poor and has
while her husband approached several times
"Hey man, you're "I heard them talking then, represented
It was noted that UT Nash- church might plan something
on foot.
them and their
doing him wrong."
they said. 'This Nigger don't causes in
ville plans to offer night cours- for him, as they usually do.
many courts of the
He told one of the officers At this one of the police- know
es in business and enginderhow lucky he is not to state, winning
Li
that he wanted to talk to his men stopped beating their
for them many
He is the father of two
TECIINICItSI
vic- be dead, and the same goes rights.
ing, two departments which
wife, that they could probably tim and pulled his gun
daughters, Mrs. Mine Rodon Har- for them niggers down on the
are very strong at Tennessee
settle their differences, now vey. Harvey, not
gers, who lives with him and
knowing block (speaking of the crowd He presently serves as com- State,
that the mother-in-law was whether the policeman
his wife, and Mrs. Alma Ward
intend- that gathered)."
missioner on the Governor's
of Binghampton; two sons,
gone. The policeman gave no ed to shoot him or not,
ran
Protection Commission, vice
reply.:
Willie Kearney of Memphis
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
back through the crowd. The
president of the Mdmphis and
and Johnny Kearney of ChiWhen Mr. Rayford repeated' police called for reinforce493 S. Main St.
Shelby County Bar Associathe statement, the officer m ents.
cago; nine grandchildren and
tion's
Legal
Services
Project,
blurted "Aww you one a dim
16 great-grandchildren.
Mr. Rayford's wife, who is
Continued From Page 1
board of directors of the Mem—
smart Niggers
aint' cha" five months pregnant, screamphis Bail Bond Committee, times.
and began to strike Mr. Ray- ing, tried to pull one
of the
Judge Brown said, "Even if
cooperating attorney for the
ford about the head with his policemen off her
husband.
PRODUCT OF U.S.11.111%181b/ SAC!
American Civil Liberties Union, his initial arrest was legal,
iNNVIIILIWNIF.IMININY ON
BR
flashlight.
The Guard Marksman pushed
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — board of directors of the NAA- the plaintiff would nonetheless
A half second later the other her down.
Philadelphia E a gles owner CP, chairman of thd Alumni be entitled to recover in this
Leonard H. Tose, testifying Division of the
Letioyne- action if he was later the vicin court here, said Tuesday Owen
Fund-Raising tim of unreasonable and exCollege
he never told the National Drive and many other orga- cessive force.
Football
he
had financial nizations.
The ruling also said: "The
backers who helped him buy
defendant Mills is a large
the club for $16 million in He is married to the for- man, weighing approximately
mer Carole Ann Hooks, a 227 pounds. He
1969.
is 27 years old
niece of former Criminal and in college played football
Tose testified at a hearing Court Judge Ben L. Hooks lifted weights and wrestled.
on a suit filed by three men who is a teacher at the Lin- He is still in good
physical
who claim they loaned Tose coln Junior High School. They condition.
a total of $1,842,000 towards are the parents of a four- "The plaintiff
is of average
the purchase price but that year-old daughter. Stephanie, size, appearing
to weigh about
he has never consulted them and attend Middle Baptist 150 pounds and
is 43 years
THE LINE SIZZLES: The U. S. Court of Appeals on operations of the club.
Church where Mr. Higgs is old. At the time of their scuffle
member
a
of the board of trus- Mills knew that the plain
ruling that tenants may withhold rents if their apart- The three, John F. Connelly,
tees.
boa
had absolutely no weapon and
John
Wu]AM E. IP(JEHEART.ASSISTANT TO IHI. PRESIDENT OF A NEW ENGLAND IJNIVERSITY:
L. Luviano and Thomas The 32-year-old attorney is
meitts develop conditions that violate the housing
that Russell (his partner),
A. Riley, Jr., seek full part- a member of thd law firm of who was also young and weighs,
cos could have far reaching effect. In an atmosphere nership,
"I
an accounting of the Ratner, Sugarmon and Lucas 195 pounds, was available to
of flissent among tenants. both in public and private Eagles finances, or appoint- and enjoys an excellent repu- aid him. The action occurred,
ment of a receivership to tation as a lawyer from both in the basement of the
hotising, probing lawyers might well turn to this de- operate the team.
policel
judges and fellow attorneys.
station where there was
nol
eisfpn to advise harrassed or aggrieved clients .. .
possibility of anyone aiding
the plaintiff."
Thi natives are asking about the pontifical position
Police Chief Lux said the
ruling i s being appealed beasiptmed by Chuck Stone ever-so-often on the Today
cause it would make officers CORDONS GIN.REATEOlN LON DON,ENGLAND tri 1769.
shi67 which gives him the license to castigate any
hesitant in the performance ITS THE 8'GUST SELLER IN ENGLAND.AMERICA.THEWORLD.
Continued From Page 1
ant all as "Toms" ad infinitum. Blacks in Gary still
of their dyes.
remember Chuck's vigorous effects on behalf of the mission on Christian Educa- of Religious Education degree. The Internal Security
tion, of the National
did his clinical work at the sion had investigated the case
white incumbent mayor of Gary against Richard of Churches, and hasCouncil He
boa Miami Valley Hospital, Day- and had ruled that Officer Mills
Hatcher during Hatcher's critical campaign days .. . elected a program board mem- ton, Ohio and the Dayton Men- had not used any more force
If you want to see what the real intellectuals are ber of the Commission until tal Hospital. He holds the B.Th., than was necessary to subdue
1973,
member of the execu- M. Th., D.R.Ed., and the D.D. Ealey at the time of his arrest.
thinking turn to page 1 and 12 in the current issue tive aboard
of the Depart- degrees. He has written widely
of Transaction magazine . . . No musician is playing ment of Educational Develop- and is now writing in the field
the:District more often these days than Duke Elling- ment of the National Council of "The Role of the Black
of Churches, and a member Church in the Community.'
ton — and he's packing them in consistently. . . . of
the Committee on Alcohol He has served as lecturer
Mattalia Jackson has opened two food spots in De- and Drug Abuse of the Nat- in the class of sociology at
Whittenberb University, Springtrot where her husband will watch over their opera- ional Council of Churches.
He was recently chosen as a field, Ohio. He is widely
tion. Mahalia left her Chicago for Detroit for t h e delegate
to represent the Com- known as a religious educator.
grAid opening last week . . . Tom Jones, the hottest mission on Christian Educathug alive, has teamed with Count Basie and the two tion of the National Council Sunday. June 14, is Young
of Churches in Peru, in July People's Day and Dr. Edwards
are:touring. The Basie brass is just the thing.
of 1971. in the World Council will deliver the message at
of Christian Education.
the eleven o'clock hour and
RIGHT
ON: Bill Greaves, the dynamic young pro•
...
Dr. Edwards attended the that afternoon at the three
dueer of NET's Black Journal has been named for University of Chicago. the o'clock program. The Youth
the=siew York Urban League's Russwurm (not to be Moody Bible Institute of Chi- Choir will render music for
(-Armed with Negro Publishers Assn. Russwur m cago. and did special gradu- both services. There is a very
ate work at the University of inspirational program planned
awards) award for his work with the teevee show. Toronto, in Toronto. Canada
and everyone is invited to be
Greaves, who has done much for black television con-1 where he received his Doctor part of it.

TSU Faculty

VIL, *4

Atty. Higgs

""SECRET '
CEREMONY" ti
El ,

MOVING?

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates

Michael
Sarrazin

Brutality

Eagles' Tose
Under Fire

NATIONAL
'MC
By Diggs Dafroofh

Mount Vernon Baptist

like the academic life.The large amount of daily
decision-making challenges me...and I devote myself
studiouslytoit.Why not?Ifigure anyjob worth doing
is worth doing well.That's why my gin is Gordon's.
They've done theirjob well for over200 yearsr

Gordon's:It's bow the English keep their gin up!

tinles to see his star soaring ... Al Dunmore brought
some of the Chrysler brass to the annual confab of
thePlarket Developments and scored a direct hit
.
Thg Steve Duncans of N. Y. have adopted a one year
oldibundle. He's the former Afro Baltimore and Newark-editor. The missus also worked for the Afro in
Batimore and followed her Steve to the N. Y. area
.; Larry Still was in N. Y. over the weekend planning another conference or sensitivity session for the
contmunity relations service of the Justice Dept.

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

•

".'

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life - Coca-Cola.

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
E TIME
*REMODEL YOUR KITCHEN ...
*REDECORATE INSIDE ROOMS
*REMODEL BATHROOMS

*PANELING4SIDING
ALL KINDS

(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is on• of the outstandingoutomobile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Ch•vfoist. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstanding selection of fin• new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and ad vi sing
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Mak• a No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Car — Chevrolet at Union.

ROOFING
ADDITIONS

*ROOM

-it

OVER 24 YEARS EXPERWNCE

ROYAL
CONSTRUCTION CO.
412 NO.HOLLYWOOD

MEMPHIS,TENN.

462-74N

2200 LAMAR
32,1-3611

CHEVROLJer

Bottled urider the authority of The Coce-Cole C,ornpany by the peoole in your town
who bring you Coca-cola.
•
c.,•" •
LOW'••4

l••151

11..1 •11,C,ucl

Iwg wog, eit,•
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

TAILORS

c
B H ..*
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

A Point Of View

Calvin Shepherd has been
appointed Innkeeper of the
Holiday Inn-Southwest in Memphis, Tenn., according to Dis
trict Director Leonard Hancock of Holiday Inns, Inc
Memphis.
Formerly restaurant manager of the Holiday Inn-Southwest in Little Rock. Ark.,
Mr. Shepherd joined the company four years ago as a cook
at the North Little Rock Inn

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

I tant matters as the war in any of them stopped to MaiVietnam, the economic miser- der that black people are a
ies of the nation, the need for minority in Alabama. They
educational revision and fi- couldn't control and run .
nancing, pollution, health . . DOT ruin • . . the state . . .11
NAT. 1). WILLIAMS
long felt. The average White nothing like that. His only they wanted to. It just migitt
BLEAK!
man north and south is so theme . . his basic theme . . be that
Alabaman'
black
.
Another bleak and gloomy blinded by color and race hate ;the theme he openly announc- want progress for their state
day for black men's hopes in until he forgets the best in- ed and consistently emphasiz- more so than Wallace, who
the United States strode on the terests of his city, his state, ed was: "Keep back the apparently only wants to be
even his nation. He votes only blacks." And the white Ala- President.
stage of history last week.
for "white supremacy" when bama voters, in the majority, The white people who reFormer Gov. George C. the
show down comes.
followed it hook, line and sink- joice at Wallace's victory might
Wallace of Alabama was put
Wallace didn't say anything ! er.
well take a closer look at what
back in the national political
about such over-ridingly impor- 1 There was no indication that his last week's victory means.
picture last week .
and put
back into the national spotlight as a future contender
for the Presidency of this naCertain cars have always made a statement
tion.

Memphis Holiday Inn
Gets Black Innkeeper

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

SA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes What Yee Ask for An'
Creates Whet You Think Or

Bill Cosby
Diahann Carro
Art
'Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M.,and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.

Pal* 3

---------

Ara
CALVIN SHEPHERD

He told the white voters of
the state that if they voted
for his opponent, Albert P.
Brewer, the" would be turning
control of the government of
Alabama to Negroes for the
next 50 years.
Wallace played on race prejudice. He presented no other '
measure nor issue. The majority of the white voters of,
Alabama, the home state of ,
the capital of the old Confederacy, Montgomery. voted in
favor of the Civil War again.

and worked his way up to his
; present position.
He served as restaurant manager at the Pine Bluff, Ark.,
'Holiday Inn before his Little
Rock assignment.
A native of Magnolia, Ark.,
be attended Arkansas A. M. &
N. College in Pine Bluff, and
was graduated from Arkansas
Baptist College in Little Rock
with a major in sociology. Moved by Wallace's appeal
Following college he served to their racism and not their
in the U.S. Army for 10 years,' reason, Alabama whites simply
working in various food serv- rubber-stamped
whatl
again
ice jobs.
. many realistic black men have

New Job Opportunities
Available In Some Areas
New employment opportuni-i and
mechanical engineering
ties for skilled workers were fields. The employers prefer
announced by State Employ- engineers
with
other than
ment Security Commissioner space or aircraft industry
experience.
Mrs. Leo R. Burson.
journeyman Chattanooga
hundred
One
E m p 1 oyment
machinists are needed for Security office is recruiting
in combination
immediate
e m ployment
welders, cooks
Oak Ridge, where they will , and
waitresses.
Greeneville
be offered a starting rate of'office is hunting machinists
$3.90 an hour, Mrs. Burson for machine shop duties. Jacksaid.
son office has an order for an
At the same time, keypunch advertising salesman.
operators are being sought
for an Oak Ridge employer
who will pay $461 per month
for qualified operators, she
reported.
Cleveland office has orders
for automobile body repairmen.
mechanics, carpenters, cement
masons and scraper operators.
Engineers are needed in
Kingsport, for work in chemical, civil, electrical, industriall

JIM D. WILLIAMS

AT

Baking Firm
Announces
A Promotion

6RADATION SPECIALS

RECONDITIONED
LATE MODEL

ROYAL KMM
OFFICE TYPEWRITERS

UNDERWOOD
& REMINGTON
WERE $I 29.50

WAS $79.50
VICTOR
ELECTRIC
ADDER-SUBTRAC1OR

rcw

$595°

.

NOW
$9850

PAY LIKE RENT

rarnons Victor electric adding ma•
chine is great for small oftice or
home! Adds, subtracts, 7 columns,
total 8 All working parts are cadmium plated steel. Comes in handsome
2-tone harvest gold with convenient
carrying handle. Order one today!

Today, Toronado can say a lot about you.

1

'

Fuliv eqe;optd, including Vart-Ratio Power Steering, tandem power disc brakes fiberglass belted, whitewall tires, 375 ho. rocket 455 V-8 Turbo Hydra-matic transmission,
foam padded, 6 way electric front seat, electric clock, tulted glass, push button radio,
miss control, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, door edge guards, deluxe seat belts,
=tom interior, front and rear auxiliary floor mats, power windows end many other
SOVISSOriet
X012 Can

0v. n The Ultimate Escape Machine For Only

85375
You're in good company in a hodDrive, Toronado by Oldssmbils.

PRYOR
W1111
TOW

OLDS CO.
2525 SUMMER
324.7341

WE'LL PR
WOIM

"Ner
CIR

"TORTif

I

BIG STAR NOW
Offers You A

3

FREE

SALE COOPER'S
RECONDITIONED

about the people who owned them.

The development is bad for
black Americans. It's bad because
Wallace
campaigned
for the Alabama goverhorship
. on a bald, wide-open appeal
to race prejudice.

NEW AND USED PORTABLE
on50
TYPEWRITERS PRICES START AT 395°

RYE, N.Y. - The promotion
of Jim D. Williams. branch
sales manager of Oklahoma
City to bread sales manager.
ITT Continental Baking Corn
pany has been announced.
A native of Abilene. Texas
Mr. Williams is a graduate
of Woodson High School and
attended Langston University,
Langston. Oklahoma.
Prior to joining ITT Continental Baking Co., he was employed by Tinker Air Force
Base, Oklahoma City.
He was first employed by
ITT Continental Baking Co in
1964 as a salesman. Upon completion of his training he was
promoted to assistant sales
supervisor and subsequently
became branch sales manager
of the Britton North Side Depot of the Oklahoma City ba- ,
kery.

AVOCADO
GREEN

STAR

22-OUNCE
ICE TEA GLASS
(With $5.00 Purchase And Coupon From Daily Paper)

S=COLTPON

GOOD RECONDITIONED ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
Royal was $250.00
Remington was $195.00
Underwood was $275.00
Olympia was $400.00

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

$150.00
$125.00
$150.00
$150.00

BEST VALUES IN YEARS
ADDING MACHINES

TYPEWRITERS

AND CALCULATORS

GOOD RECOND. PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

OFFICE MODELS RECOND.

Recond. Olivetti Hand Adder. .. $ 79.50
Recond. SCM Elec. Adder • - - • $ 45.00
Recond. Olivetti Art. Calculator. . $225.00
Paymaster Checkwriter
Factory rebuilt - . ......$ 79.50
Recond. Burroughs Elec. Adder ..$ 95.00
$ 59.50
Recond Sunstrand Adder

Royal, Underwood, RemingtonWERENO6W9.50 $49.50
ROYAL was 98.50 NOW
?I'd. Model .KmG $69.50
ROYAL was 110.50 NOW. ord Mod.el. HH $79.50
ROYAL was • 129.50 NOW Record Model FP $98.50
New Royal Olivetti $49.50
Underwood 'Portables
NEW ROYAL PORTABLES
(WITH RADIO IN A CARRYING
$59.50
CASE)

COOPER OFFICE
EQUIPMENT, INC.
97 SO. SECOND

Phone 526-3227

All MACHINES CARRY
NEW MACHINE GUARANTEE
90 DAYS-PARTS I LABOR

PAY LIKE RENT

MANUA JACKSON'S

2 1
For

CHICKEN
DINNER

Buy One $1.15
Get One Free
Good Fri., Sat., & Sun.
All Month Of June
Memphis Locations
Now Open
491 S. Parkway gest
2403 South hollevie•
293 lust IlAtlermer•
College •I hislitmer•
Ifooe• et Fourth Stre•t
2114 Pork A
943 South Third Street
:173
Street

AIR

Shop Big Star
GREATER SAVINGS
Plus
QUALITY STAMPS
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Brownsville Church Honors-Ifs Graduates
•

.
.
.2"
It has become a custarlor ,feadership of Mrs W. S. Vance, "Miss Charm- and -Mr Es- graduate of Carverlifigh School
First Baptist Chgreh
a siljtikamic leader in the church quire" of Carver High School. she sang two beautiful songs
Brownsville, Tem., 15. hoar
his date for the group.
its graduates at the iloseillf add assisted by a group of Charles Franklin and
A gift was presented to Miss
the school year and- present energetic young people. Mrs. were second runner-up.
Shaw by Kenneth Jones from
them
with
the be/44*mm Vince gave high praise to the Presiding at the program his mother, Mrs. Nolen Jones,
and
book in the universe the- gely graduates
encouraged was James Harris. Kenneth in appreciation for her warmly
Bible.
them to continue to work for Jones gave the invocation and accepted performance.
—
On Wednesday' night, May the kingdom budding of God. words to live by were given Miss Shaw revealed that the
27, a beautiful prograrin was Each graduate was given an by Mrs. Walter Rogers. Mrs. day was Mrs. Jones' birthday
and led the audience in singpresented in honor of 17 young 'opportunity to speak, and this Vance gave remarkr.
men and women who were IWO ended on a sacred note. Rat- Appearing on the program ing "Happy Birthday."
graduates of Haywood County ing in the top 10 in their with
First Baptist Church The graduates were served
School system and members , class were Jacqueline Gause youth was Miss Mae Lois a delicious menu under the
of First Baptist Church.
and Kenneth B. Jones. Miss Shaw, a member of Upper supervision of Mrs. Quince A
The program was under the Gause and her escort were Salem Baptist Church, also a Outlaw and others.

EP
SWE
AIR
SON
GIB
We Service
What We SellWe Install
& ServiceWe believe
•s assures
of much
Better Service

I
GIBSON
Room Air-Conditioners

1-24,000 Unit
Often Cook a
5-room House-

Terms as
LOW as
13.11 Per Month
WOMEN IN WHITE — As a pre-opening to annual Women's Day, the women of Progressive Baptist Church at 394
Vance ave. presented a pageant, "Christian Women in
White Dedicated to the Service of God" with Mrs. J. V1.
West of Mount Moriah Baptist Church as speaker and Mrs.
Amy Hitchings of New Salem Baptist Church as narrator.
Seen here with the pastor, the Rev. 0. C. Collins, in front
of the church are Mrs. Della Martin, Mrs. Josephine Atkins, Mrs. Dorothy Jones, Mrs. Louise Harris, Mrs. Fran-

5,000 to 29,000 BTU

GIBSON
Air-Conditions
Freezers
Refrigerators - Washers - Dryers

&
DDY
S
PRI
GES
BUR
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
1883 Lamar

Call 275-1107

Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M

_um=
le/mum* Bonus Bonanza
•••••••••Buys
Iilllllff

arairstur

A had

••••••110

ces Miller, Mrs. Otha Mae Brown, Mrs. Shirley Atkins,
Spring Hill CME Church, Oakland, Tenn.; Mrs. Anne
Kincheloe/, Mrs. Margaret Bowie, Mrs. Jessie Wilkin s,
Mrs. Rosie Stewart, general chairman; Mrs. Katherine
Harvey, co•chairman; Mrs. Ina Jones, Mrs. Willie M a e
Young, Mrs. Josie Stevenson, Mrs. Fannie' Harris, Mrs.
Lillian Jones and Mrs. Gladys Davis. (R. A. Coleman, Photographer)

1

Greenwood CME Women To Celebrate June 14
The speaker at the 11:00 At 4 p.m. there will be a
Greenwood C.M.E. Church isienties."
service is Mrs. Mattie Symposium. The speakers will
o'clock
celebrating their Annual Worn- The Sunday School speaker
Metropolitan be Mrs. W. B. Purdue, immeen's Day on June 14, a n d ,at 9:30 is Mrs. Maude Reed:R. Crossley of
Crossley diate past president, United
Mrs.
Church.
Baptist
be
will
Methodist
theme
the
"Wmnenlof Bethel United
Secondary
Church Women; Mrs. Althea
of
supervisor
a
'is
- Face the Challenge of the Sev-iChurch.
City Price, Second Congregational
Education ( M e mphis
Church, and Mrs. Edith B.
Schools).
Black. Eastside Cumberland
'
of
She received a bachelor
Presbyterian Church.
science degree from Southern
University, Baton Rouge, La., The Trebble Singers of Mt.
and a master's Degree from Pisgah will render the music.
the University of North Dako- Mrs. Annie D. Holmes is
chairman and the Rev. J. D.
ta at Grand Forks.
She is president of Delta Atwater, pastor.
Sigma Theta, Inc. and past —
president of the Voulants of
Goodwill Homes, Inc., is on
1925 UNION AVE
275-1148
the board of directors of the
Goodwill Homes. Inc. and the
3250 SUMMER
NeighborMethodist
324-4444
United
hood Centers.

GettheBest
Used CatsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!

Swear In
Blackmun

!SHER

fie kiOdaliritliattmq

' •

Save over 550

Mattress & Box Spring Set

Americane
ereSents:Ingenious
•

•

Benjamin Banneker0731-1806

IT'S LIKE GETTING ONE PIECE FREE!
This quality-made set has a 312 steel toil,
quilted top mattress with 63 coil box
springs. Made by the manufacturer of the
famous Restonic mattresses. Guaranteed 5

Compare at 599

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Judge Harry A. Blackmun took
the oath of office from his boyhood friend, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, yesterday to
become the ninth Justice of the
Supreme Court.
The brief, formal ceremony
for the 61-year-old Minnesotan
filled a vacancy that had existed on the high court since the
resignation of Abe Fortas 55
weeks ago.
The new justice — the 98th
to serve on the Court in its
history — was accompanied to
the swearing in by Attorney
General John N. Mitchell. President Nixon did not attend.

4

In a combined judicial-constitutional o a th, Blackmun
swore to do equal right to the
poor and to the rich and to uphold the U. S. Constitution.
The dignified ceremony, in a
packed courtroom, lasted only
seven minutes.

Cotton Tufted Bedspread
Savings!
Bonus Bonanza Buys mean Giant Bedspread
Are
full
sizes.
or
These come in 100% cotton twin
machine washable in solid colors.

Compare at L.51

91

say
"char,* It"

r
WOOLCO SUPER COUPON
SAVE 84t
Ladies'

PANTY
HOSE

Decorative pillows in beauti
ful floral patterns! Buy
several to enchance every
room! 12"x12" size.

63t
Both comfort and beauty
at Woolen's low price.
100% stretch nylon with
run guard top & toe. One
size fits= all

Baby Hoola Coupe
It's better than a "baby-sitter." Serves as a
walker, feeding tray & jumper! Your baby will
be happy and secure in this safe plastic Hoola
Coupe with aluminum.frame.

HOSIERY OEPT

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY

1833 so. Third St.

3230 Jackson An.

EASTGATE
" 5100 Park Ave.
STORE HOUR

10 A.M.-1130 P

e-

f

DAILY — C •S!D SUNDAYS

r•II

,

I.

Mitchell, presenting Blackmun's commission, which was
read aloud — with the audience
standing — by the court clerk,
John F. Davis.
The commission said Nixon
has "just and confidence" in
the wisdom and learning of
Blackmun.
Blackmun then stepped to the !
amazing was the fact that he had center of the bench and repeatmuch less schooling than his white ed the oath after Burger, a
Minnesotan with whom
counterparts. In an era when most fellow
he grew up.
American Negroes were slaves, Ban- A Federal Appeals Court
neker demonstrated that as free men, 'Judge from Rochester, Minn.,
blacks as well as whites could make Blackmun was Nixon's third
for the seat vacated by
significant contributions to the U.S. choice
Fortas. Two Southern judges —
Grandson of a slave, and largely Clement F. Haynsworth and G.
self-educated, Benjamin Banneker Harrold Cars well — were reshowed early signs of genius. At 22 he jected by the Senate,
Although Blackmun will not
built the first American-made clock— participate
in any decisionout of wood. Later he wrote alma- making during the remaining
nacs, which required precise astro- few weeks of the current Supreme Court term, he will take
nomical ability, as well as broad his
place on the bench.
knowledge of the era.
—

A Negro
puttheWhiteHouse where it is to
One of George Washington's
favorite projects appeared to be
ruined. Running the U.S. out of Philadelphia, Washington dreamed of a
new capital for his fledgling nation.
To design the new city, he appointed
a committee headed by Major
L'Enfant.
L'Enfant was brilliant—but temperamental. After months of wrangling, the stormy major packed his
plans and quit. Which seemed to stop
planning dead.
But Washington's problem was
solved when he found that one committee member, Benjamin Banneker,
had closely followed the plans and
was able to lay out Washington City
very nearly the way L'Enfant had
originally intended.
As the only man able to salvage
the months of planning, Banneker
proved himself most valuable of the
entire committee. With a new chairman, he played a key role in locating
sites for the Treasury, the Capitol
and the White House.
-- What made Banneker's feat more

Famous as he was for scientific
feats, Banneker might best be remem- ABA Stars
bered as one of the first Negroes to
write in the cause of racial equality. Set To Move
His bold letter to Thomas Jefferson, SALT LAKE CITY — (UPI)
The owners of the Los Angeles
then Secretary of State, wasoneof the Stars
Basketball team indicatday's best arguments for Abolition. ed they would shift the XineriBanneker spent his twilight years can Basketball Association club
Salt Lake City.
entertaining visitors drawn by his toThey
made the change all
fame as scientist and sage. He was but official by announcing
a
known as a key man who made Wash- luncheon Wednesday for Salt
ington what it is. And as one of the Lake newsmen and promising
news will be exciting."
most Ingenious Americans of his era, "the
Owner Bill Daninels and club

President Vince Boryla sent
telegrams to the newsmen inviting them to a luncheon at
the Salt Palace Arena, which
Kr
LOUISVILLE,
&
FRANKFORT
CO.,
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF,THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY
would be the new home floor
of the ABA's number two team.

Old Taylor
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Holiday Inn To Open
Parks For Travelers

Holiday Inns, Inc., this week . picnic tables.announced the locations of its ! There will be two
different
first five franchised Holiday I types of
parks, Mr. Smith said.
Inn Travel-L-Parks, two of Some will
be designed priwhich a re scheduled to open marily to accommodate
interin mid-June as the forerunner state travelers
who want to
of a proposed nationwide chain camp overnight only.
Many
of outdoor camping facilities. of these will be
built adjacent
The first .Holiday Inn Tray- to H o liday
Inns,
making
L-Parks will open near Ango- available additional
luxury fala, Ind., and Destin, Fla.. said cilities at the inn next
door.
Davis Smith, director of the Others v.:ill be
"destination"
program for Holiday Inns, or resort parks, offering
guests
Inc..
Memphis-based
parent the ultimate in recreational
company for the world's lar- facilities, such as private lakes, PLAQUES AWAli
D — Plumes were presented to three
gest motel-hotel system.
swimming pools, beaches, shuf- persons for outstanding service to the Memphis Urban LeaThree other parks will open fleboard courts, marinas,
gue during the annual meeting held here recently at the
golf
later near Homestead, Fla., courses,
children's
p1ayChisca Plaza Hotel. From left Herman Ewing, executise
Jamentown Va., and Boone, grounds and other entertaindirector; Dr. Hollis Price, immediate past chairman and
N C., and others will be an- ment features.
retiring president of LeMoyne-Owen College: the Re s.
nounced later, he said.
As is true with all Innkeep- James McDaniel, who retired as executive director after
"Trav-L-Pakrs are designed ers at Holiday Inns, all Trayto pr ovide comfort and con- L-Park
managers
will
be
venience to families who bring trained at Holiday Inn Unitheir own rooms, on wheels," versity in Memphis, Tenn.
said Mr. Smith. "Everything The Angola, Ind., Trav-Lelse they need will be avail- Park will be near
Pokagon
able in the parks: water, elec- State Park and Lakes James,
tricity, sewer hook-ups, and on 80 acres of land adjoining
pull-through drives which eli- the Angola Holiday Inn. The
minates having to back in or lake-studded area, in northout. In a central building east Indiana near the Michigan
there will be laundry facilities, border, is a year-round haven
ceramic-tile showers, a coun- for outdoor sports enthusiasts..
try store, a gift shop, and a The park site with 300 rental
large recreational room. Each spaces, will be easily accessible
individual rental space in the to motorists traveling on the
parks will have its own grass- Indiana Toll Road (Gate 12),
covered front yard area with and Interstate 69.

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

serving 25 years; Whitney Young, Jr., director of the National Urban League, who was here to speak at banquet:
Edwin Dalstrom, president, founder and past chairman of
of the board: and Louis B. Hobson, principal of Manassas
High School And current chairman of the board. Dr. Price,
. McDaniel and Mr. Dalstrom receis ed the plaques for
.er-% ice to the League. (Withers Photo ,

3 Lb. Pkg. or More

All Beet

Hamburger LB

9
85'
4uws

Super Right Fully Cooked

Semi-Boneless7
HAM
Lb.

FULLY MATURED

Beef
RIB ROAST LB
4th & 5th RIB
LIBBY S

"Be honest with everyone...especiallyyourself." That's a little saying I heard a long time
ago. It's not very eloquent or clever, but I like
it. It sums up in a phrase, the essence of a series
of Greyhound Community Service ads entitled:
BY THE WAY, by Joe Black.
The ads are placed in black newspapers.
Adaptations of them are heard over blackoriented radio stations. They are written in an
effort to shake people out of their complacency
about subjects of great concern to the black
community. In these ads.! say what I believe
...not necessarily what I think you want to hear.
So, when you hear my voice on the air, or
read my words in the paper, remember that
they are not merely to inform or impose my
views.upon you ..,but simply to make you think
about things in a way you may not have thought
about them before.
I am not a preacher or a teacher. I'm citizen
Joe Black, fortunate enough to be able to talk
to thousands of people and hopefully influence
them to re-examine solutions to black problems
in a new and constructive light. I still feel
strongly that the things that unite people of
good will are much more important than the
things that divide them.
BY TIIE WAY. by Joe Black, is just one small

voice asking humbly for a little more sanity,
a little more honesty, and a lot more thinking
through of what we are doing and the methods
we are using to realistically solve the problems
of our black community.

.119e kickv
Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
•

RHEALEE HATS

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
We've
put together the nation's
largest black-operated financial
,44.4 institution...to serve you better.
North Carolina Mutual and Great
Lakes Mutual. Two outstanding
companies united. With more
experience behind it. A bigger,
brighter future ahead.
North Carolina Mutual. Let us put
together an insurance program
for you.

North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Company and Great Lakes Mutual Life
Insurance Company have merged.
Putting together an organization
, with more than a half-billion*
dollars of insurance in force. More
representatives in more states.
Bigger. To serve you better.

4

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
MUTUAL PLAZA
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA M7701

An equal opportunity employer

Alabama • California• District of Columbia • Georgia • Illinois• Maryland • Michigan •
New Jersey • North Carolina • Ohio • Pennsylvania • South Carolina • Tennessee • Virginia
Million.
* Insurance-in-force as of January 1, 1970 is $659. Million and Assets are $113.9
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WHOLE
FRYERS

4 LIMIT

LB.

WITH S5.00 GROCERY PURCHASE

1 LB PKG
(2 LB PKG. S1.49)

Fantastic Sale Of FF 1gs
EfiANARLY
PEAS
JANE PARKER

WHITE
BREAD

12

NOW $
-49 North Main
326-308

4-20 OZ.
LOAVES

(1-20 OZ. LOAF 254
A&P

LIGHT

CHUNK
TUNA 3

6 CZ
CANS

Compare At $25

BankAmericard
Rhealee Charge
Mitt
Master Charge Hilt

RED KIDNEY or $I
PORK & BEANS 3.3c7A'N's

7i)

Synthetic
"Wash 'n Wear" it

$10

ANN

SLICED
BACON

KANEKALON

Believe It OR
NOT!

EACI49

ALLGOOD SLICED

571 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
Phone: 525-1721

Famous

Compare At $25

JUMBO 23 SIZE

GE

We Bought Out Two Importers on These
Choose From 2 Styles

100%
HUMAN HAIR

CANTALOUPES

DORA & ESTELLA
here willing to serve you

$1

are always

with expert advice
for your hair needs and het
,0111CtiOns.

PRICES EXPIRE SAT.,JUNE 13th,
423 N. Cleveland
213 F raysor Blvd.
5990 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lando. Ave.
1500 S. Lauderdale
3561 Park Ave
3200 Parkins Rd. South 2464 Poplar Ave.
4770 Poplar Ave.
34 73 Summer Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.
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By L01.118 MARTIN
For several weeks now black citizens who have
key leadership roles in the Chicago black communities — and there are several — have been holding offthe-record meetings to analyze and discuss possible
solutions to some of the most pressing problems of the
people.

serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

They Didn't Hold Their Tongue
The black educators had their
say at the White House. Before them
were black Republican leader s.
They too had their say. Either because of incurable myopia or congenital fear, the black politicians
limited their criticism of the Administration to their opposition to
the President's insistence on nominating an anti-civil rights Southerner as associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
They missed a superb opportunity to wallop the Administration at
least about civil rights, an issue on
which Mr. Nixon has been in full retreat. The frantic quest for a Southern racist to "balance the cour t"
was symptomatic of a deepening anti-Negro attitude which has characterized Mr. Nixon's racial polic y
since his assumption of Presidential
powers.
However, even though the black
Republicans did not go all the way
in their censure of the President as
did the outspoken Negro college
presidents, their condemnation of
Mr. Nixon's choice for the high

court, when Judge Harrold Carswell
was under consideration, was in itself a display of independence that
Negro politicians of either of the two
major parties had ever evinced.
It was a sardonic warning that
black GOP members, henceforth,
will not swallow their racial pride
in the process of affirming their
party loyalty. As a matter of record,
they owe no special partisan allegiance to the GOP hierarchy. They
were elected to their posts, that is
most of them, not on the basis of
their identification with the Republican clan, but because of the faith
that black people had reposed in
their leadership potential.
They did not get in po w er on
Nixon's coattail. The sca rcit y of
black vote in the Republican column
during the last Presidential election
confirms this assumption. Today,
black politicians wield greater influence with their constituents than
ever before. Emergence of the Black
Power concept has added considerable political acreage to black politicians. They can hamper Nixon's
return to at second term.

Indefensible Killings
Law and order which the white
power structure has insisted u pon
as a holy ritual, is being used as justification for police and National
Guardsmen to gun down college
students who are protesting the insufferable conditions of American
society.
Since the Kent State University
murders, the Georgia N a tiona 1
Guardsmen shot to death six black
men in Augusta, Jackson City police killed two students in front of
the girls' dormitory on the campus
of Jackson State College in Mississippi, and in Kentucky guard units
were ordered to the state university campus with loaded rifles.
The mood for the reign of terror has been instigated by a Republican Administration that spends its
energy and time in disparaging the
students' motives in their protests
against war and racial inequality.
The slaughtering of students by
policemen and, guardsmen has
wrought a new crisis in the life of

the nation. In this confrontation, the
students have the sympathy and support of the masses of the people who
hold firm to the conviction th a t
America must be transformed into
a society in which peace and justice
abide.
Unfortunately. mere sympathy
and support will not smother t h e
flames of resentment which will
manifest themselves in counter violence here and there during the
summer months. Federal and state
officials must expect large sc ale
reprisals against local policemen
and National Guardsmen. The indefensible killings will not frighten
black or white militants away. They
give legitimacy or at least understandable ground for student activists to store up shot-guns and other
weapons for use in self-defense. For
the old psychological maxim s t i 11
prevails: For every action, there is
a correlative reaction. Violence begets violence.
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Anti-Poverty Insurance Plan
Prof. Amital Etzioni's "anti-poverty insurance" plan is the newest
approach to the crisis in poverty
which worsens by leaps and bounds
as the nation fumbles its way
through a dense fog of unproductive
and ineffectual solutions.
The plan would insure subscribers against the risk of their income
falling below a poverty line. This,
the professor believes is a more efficient and cheaper alternative to
President Nixon's welfare reform.
Etzioni is chairman of the department of sociology at Columbia.
He said his proposal grew out of a
stud- ..ar the Office of Economic
Opport'mity, the Federal antipoverty agency, by the Center for Policy
Research, of which he is also a director
As against a $4-billion annual
cost for the Nixon "income maintenance" plan to provide a $1,600 annual income for a family of four,
Professor Etzioni estimated that a
privately run insurance plan could
guarantee the same level of protection for less than $2-billion a year.
Administrative costs, he argue d,
would be only 2 per cent.
The Nixon plan has been passed by the House of Representatives.
But the Senate Finance Committee
has sent it back to the White House
for revision. Describing the insur-

ance plan in the Columbia Forum,
a Columbia University quarterly,
Professor Etzioni said it could be
either compulsory, as is Social Security, or voluntary, like hospital
and medical insurance plans that
have achieved large numbers of subscribers.
He said many middle-class persons had "unstable and insecure"
incomes. and "each year a million
people become poor." Half of all
new businesses opening in an average year fail to survive 18 months,
he said. Able-bodied persons would
be able to subscribe only to "job insurance" paying benefits when they
showed they could not find a job.
"Subsistence insurance" would
be paid to persons unable to work
— either because of age or permanent disability or because they were
mothers with two or more children
under school age
The plan would be run bYa new
national insurance corporation, set
up by existing companies, with a
board of directors from both government and private industry.
Premium might cost $4 to $9 a
month a family, depending on t he
level of: guaranteed income. In a
voluntary plan, Congress would have
to appropriate part of the cost to
cover persons already poor.

V.

The coming together of so many diverse thinkers
and personalities, representing almost every area and
point of view is a development that is bound to bear
fruit. The very fact that they are getting to know each
other more intimately is in itself a positive and hopeful dividend.
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MY VIEW

Killing Black Colleges
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I am disturbed about the attitude of some black students toward
the staffing, enrollment, control
and financing of black institutions.
I am sure that black students
would not knowingly do anything
that would destroy the black institutions especially now when there is
so much emphasis on blackness. I
am disturbed, however, because
there are some black
students who do n o t
understand the p r o blems confronting black
institutions and a r e
not willing to engage
d i ain meaningful
logue.
A year or two ago
when there W alS some
discussion about a new
black university of 10.000 students, I estimated the minimum cost to be 3100,000.000 to get
that new institution going and that
if we expected to get $100,000,000
from black people, I was villified
and given a new name, "U ncle
Tom." I was accused of having no
faith in black folks. The fact that I
had had twenty-seven years of experience trying to raise money for
Black Morehouse College meant
nothing to this young woman. She
knew that black people could be
motivated to give $100,000,000 to
build a black university. This person seemed to believe that a black
university should mean only black
teachers, only black trustees a n d
only black students. There are those
who believe that excluding all whites
from participation in black institutions, they could still depend upon
heavy support from foundations and
corporations that are controlled and

dominated by whites.
There are some black students
and some black faculty who believe
that white teachers, white trustees
and white administrators should be
driven out of all black institutions
for no other reasons than that they
are white. No one would argue for
a prejudiced white racist teaching
black students. But to want to drive
whites out regardless of their dedication and competence, I cannot
embrace. No more than I can embrace driving out all blacks f rom
white institutions because they are
black. A fundamental principle of
what is right is involved here. And
in addition to what is right, the
question of what is practical musi
also be raised. Many of the black
colleges have white faculty ranging
from perhaps 5 per cent to 40 per
cent of the entire faculty. If t h e
white teachers are driven out, could
they be replaced by black scholars?
Are they available? Would the y
leave their well paying jobs in the
colleges and universities of the east
and west to serve their black brothers in black institutions? I wonder.
Black students are sent south to
recruit the best black high school
graduates for northern institutions.
Black students in white southern institutions are recruiting the best
black students. At the same time
all students in white colleges do not
seem to be happy.
Finally, I hear that a few students at Howard want the University to cut all ties with the federal
government, refuse the millions of
dollars a year the university receives from the government. H o w
long would Howard live? Furthermore, government money is as
black as it is white. Black people
pay taxes. I do.

A Point Of View
to each other, to new
I am going to give
ti% Carlotta Willem Coensetor lion
you the advantages in this environments, to new probMusing: "All change is net letter and next week, I shall lerns
growth, as all movement is give you the disadvantages.
Another PLUS is that when
not forward." Ellen Glasgow. Statistics say that half of
you marry young, you have
tremendous physical energy,
Dear Carlotta: I hope I am the ten-age marriages fail .
not too late to get advice. I but that means also that half inexhaustible vitality. And fiwant to get married. I am a of them DO NOT fail. There nally, you have a super abunteen-ager. but I feel that I am is a lot of growing to be done dance of romantic love. This
marriage, whether you may not be enough to make
in toys for the first sad last in any
16 or 60. The big the marriage go . . but noat
start
time. The fellow is nice and
has a good job. I feel that I question is whether or not thing on earth is so exciting
circumstances exist that make and mysterious and rewardcan go to college later. Isn't
ing . . . nothing is so encouragthis enough? I can't maks my such growth possible.
parents understand. They are The biggest PLUS is that ing about the human race . . .
marriages marriage is the best solution as this first, almost unbearabtemi.age
against
period. I feel that it could be to that most ancient and ur— ly sweet desire to escape from
defended if any one would gent or problems: sex. No the prison of self and become
take the time. What's good one can underestimate this, a part of ANOTHER PERSON.
about a teen-age marriage . . . because sex without fear or Now these are the good
yea, I venture to say "what's guilt is better than sex that is things, but don't go off and buy
so bad? Teen-ager.
hung up in the brambles of the license until you have
Dear Teenager. I venture to lacerated consciences.
beard about the pitfalls and
say, you have asked a double
hazards. This I will discuss
A second great advantage next week
barrelled question. What is
Then take the
good! . . What is bed? eines is flexibility. Your personali- two, weigh them . . . sets if
there may be so many who ties aren't fixed; your attitudes you will be found WANTING
are pondering the same ques- aren't rigid; you can adapt or NOT.
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In the rational atmosphere of round table discussions, with no one concerned about his public image
and personal publicity, these shakers
and movers in the black communities
feel no compulsion to play any games
or grind any axes. Their principal concern is the plight of black people.
I was reminded of this encouraging development by a recent warning
from the National Urban League regarding the damage being done by so
many half-baked studies and research
projects which are conducted in black
communities by outsiders who claim to
be experts on black affairs. This research racket is
especially attractive to young, ambitious whites who
are more interested in building their reputations than
anything else.
It has been my experience that some of the most
racist "experts- can be found in government, in the
universities and in the lofty percincts of the private
sector. They are dangerous because very often they
are decision-makers. Their decisions seem logical if
you accept the premises upon which they are made.
The so-called findings of faulty research are the props
upon which these experts often lean.
This unwholesome situation makes it all the more
important that the thoughtful and serious black community leaders in Chicago and in all the major cities
get their heads together. They know through their own
experiences far more about the forces at work, the
new concepts and the feelings that motivate black people than can be gleaned from most of the research
studies which are being ground out for profit by so
many eager-beavers who have more ambition than
ability.
The warning from the National Urban League
made another point which should be noted. Millions of
dollars are spent by foundations and the government
on research projects which by the very nature of their
design will not lead to any "programatic action." In
other words, some of the projects are tailored to find
out facts which have no relevance in the first place.
It may be interesting to know how many black men
have flat feet but, save for the benefit this knowledge
may be to foot doctors, such information is of doubtful relevance to the struggle of black people.
We may laugh at the account of philosophers in the
Middle Ages engaging serious debates over the number of angels that can dance on the head of a pin.
Nevertheless, we have some modern experts in the
race relations field who are at work on "studies" that
are far more ridiculous.
There is a story that a philanthropist at the turn of
the century built an apartment building in New York
that was designed especially for black tenants. A survey was ordered to find out how blacks would like to
have the rooms arranged. Since the findings indicated
that most of the black families seemed to center their
lives around the kitchens, the architect was led to plan
the apartments with oversize kitchens, eliminating the
parlors. It seems that the survey was made in cold.
water flats and the only rooms in the flats that were
always warm were the kitchens. This fact was uncovered in the second survey after it was apparent that
the brothers were not attracted to the new building.
Instead of throwing millions down a rat hole in
useless research in the black communities, it might
be of some value to have these race relations wizards
make more studies of the white communities. We
might learn how to cope with the motivations and racial attitudes of white policemen in America. It could
prove useful to find out how the lynch spirit is engendered and perpetuated in our society. We might discover some new methodolgy for immunizing white
children from those nastly little whits supremacy concepts that so many seem to learn on their mothers'
laps.
Recently it has been reported that Ku Klux Klan
chapters are cropping up in our armed forces. Perhaps this development can be ascribed to the suspicion
on the part of some whit* racist GIs that their top
commanders may be getting soft on the black issue.
A research team could have a field day trying to get
at the facts.
T h a simple truth is that we blacks a r e overstudied, over-analyzed and enternally underestimated.
We could use a moratorium on research and give the
experts a chance to do something about the ugly facts
everyone already knows.
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Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.

Carl Carson
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answers to you.
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A HEALTHY GROUP! - Saving sick leave can
in
handy. That'i what these employees at Defensecome
Depot
Memphis have learned. They are pictured holding 1,000
and 2,000 hours sick leave certificates. From left, they are
Tommy E. Blunt, Hoyt W. Woods, Mille P. Taylor, RI
- -

--

chard L. Schneller, Johnle W. Jarrett, Spencer Frederick,

Elmer Betties, Charles E. Anderson, Samuel L. Hammonds, Mark E. Johnson, Fred D. lienrs and Samuel Haley. The Depot is a major field activity of the Defense
Supply Agency.

ow do you
nticipate the
inanctal services
your business
will need in the
next decade?

Rats & Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs
P.1:1 A. & V.A. Cortlitoot Its 'mind
-Master Charge & Conk.
Ansoricord Accepted-Our System Is Sale t• Chiltircon & Pots.
'VIII Tomtit* &
Pest Control System

Ca1l:321-6033 Any Time

Atlanta.

Recognition came to Mr.
Barry for his contributions to
the housing and renewal programs during the 32 years he
served as
member of the
Memphis Housing
Authority
Board of Commissioners and
its predecessor organization,
the Memphis Municipal Housing Commission. He was appointed by Mayor Watkins
Overton on June 25, 1935, and
was subsequently reappointed
until he voluntarily retired
from the Board in December,
1967.
In 1040, Mr. Barry was
elected chiarman of the Board
and was re-elected each year
thereafter by his fellow com-

Douglas A McDonald

Talk to
the Listener.
Preparing for e rapidly changing economy .akes a special
kind of knowledge. Which is
why it makes sound sense to
talk to the Listener—your
Integon representative. Before
the needs arise.

missioners.

After his retirement, the
Board elected him to the newly created, honorary post of
chairman emeritus.
In addition, the Board unanimously named the soon-tobe-constructed high-rise building for the elderly in the existing Lauderdale Courts public
housing development for Mr.
Barry — Edward F, Barry

Homes.

removal and replacement of
lathing and plastered ceilings in
approximately one hundred forty
T(140) apartments and amounting
to approximately 20,000 square
feet in • the Tennessee 1-4A,
LeMoyne Gardens Public Housing
Development until 10:00 A.M.
C.D.S.T., Friday, June 19, 1970
at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee at which time and
place all bids will he publicly
opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract ddcuments, including plans,
and speci(ications, are on file at
the office of SUPERINTENDENT
OF MAINTENANCE, Memphis
Housing Authority. 700 Adams
Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee.
Copies of the documents
may be obtained by qualified
contractors by depositing ten (10)
dollars with the Memphis Housing
Authority. Said deposit will not
be refunded,
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U. S. Government bonds, or satisfactory bid
bond executed by the bidder and
acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five (5%) percent of the
bid shall be submitted with each

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
nuke,' •i, Memphis by tatstaphiur,
",....ush•d rushed daily to your big
Hagu• & Knott supermarl, at for
maximum fr•shoess
.

-

Hogue & Kpott.° •
Hamburger
or Not Dog

*'‘
\ •,t

INTEGON.

1:
4
14111 FINANCIAL SERVICES

SILVER ANNIVERSARY — Mr. and Mrs. Claude H. Cooper celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary at their home
at 858 Alma it., recenUy, and their daughters were on
hand for the joyous occasion. They are Miss Ciaudean B.
Cooper, a graduate of Tennessee State University and a
teacher at Carnes Elementary School, and Miss Joyce E.
Cooper, who just completed her junior year at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. A gift of one carat
diamond and silver tray was presemed to Mrs. Cooper by
her husband and daughters.

SELBY BARRACH
Agency Sales Menagor

MEMPHIS AGENCY
Sri,. 1922
100 H. Main 11116.
Memphis, T•aa.
Plima• 525-0093
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ROLLS IV= 274
GRADE A

Wonder Bread more than
right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"-ages one through twelve—
when a child reaches 90', of her adult height. So help
your child by serving Wonder Enriched Bread. Each slice
supplies vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates
end protein. Delicious Wonder Bread!
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FRESH GROUND

HAMBURGER

Isitos fousiostem,ifiothes 12 Ace)*

Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways!a

MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHOR IT
Orelle Ledbetter
' Secretary

PILLSBURY
BUTTERMILK OR SWEET MILK

ORE IDA

CRINKLE CUT
POTATOES '49
211.BAG V

bid.
The successful bidder will
he reciaued to furnish and pay
for satisfactory performance and
payment bond or bonds within
tan (10) days after the notice
of award.
bidders shall
All
be
licensed contractors as required
by Chapter 135 of Public Acts
of 1945 of the General Assembly
of the State of Tennessee, and
all Amendments thereto. The
bidder's name and contractor's
ens* number must be placed
on the face of the envelope containing the bid documents.
Attention is called to the
fact that no less than the minimum prevailing wage for the area
must be paid on the development
and that the contractor must
ensure that employees and applicants for employment arc not
discriminated against because of
their race, creed, color or national
origin,
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reJet any or all bids or to waive
any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn
for a period of thirty (301 days
subsequent to the opening of
bids without the consent ni the
Memphis Housing Authority,.

416Z
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LEGAL
NOTICE "Big enough for a two-wheeler.
TO- That's how big I want to be:'
BIDDERS She'll never need

The Memphis Housing Authority will teceive bids for the

Tonight's the night to discover
the Smooth Canadian.

CANADIAN WHISKY-A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES. &I YEARS OLD. 861 PROW. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO, N.Y.C.

Edward F. Barry, promin- council at the organization's,
tint Memphis attorney and 30th
annual conference in

Termites
Roaches

Draws
*Ain.w..50

Seagram's V.O. Canadian.
Known by the company it keeps:

Memphlan Honored For
Housing Contributions

civic worker, was honored
June 9 by the Southeastern
Regional Council of the Natonal Association of Housing
and Redevelopment Officials
for his many years of involvement in Public Housing and
Urban Renewal.
Mr. Barry was accorded
a life membership in the

s
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By ERMA LEE LAWS
Louise Jones is now answer- officiating. Dorothy
teaches tended the bride as maid of'the daugbter of Verdell and officiated at the impressive
We live un a moving line ing to
Mrs. Thomas N. Jack-.in the city schools and Jack honor. Dorothy's parents, thelThurman Northeross and the ceremony.
between past and future. That son. They were Aed Saturday its a coordinator in
an anti Re. and Mrs. O. C. Jones groom — a handsome lad, is A slew of out-of-towners
line is our lifeline". George A. at
the
Parkway
Gardens poverty program in Greenwood, of Sheffield. Alabama, feted the son of Doris and Leon came for the festivities inButtrick.
Presbyterian Church with the Mississippi.
cluding family folk and weddthe couple with a reception Hurd.
Nupual News — Dorothy pastor, the Rev. Ezekiel Bell Minerva Jane Johnican
following
the Rhynette a student at Mt. ing party members — among
at- immediately
ceremony in the Grand Salon Holyoke, will be an exchange them — the bride's brother,
Motor 'student at Simmons College Thurman, Jr., who's a senior
of the Downtowner
Inn. It was a festive occasion in Boston come September. at
Wesleyan
who'll
teach
with a band imported from Leon's a graduate of Notre math and economics majors
the groom's hometown and Dame and is now an electrical next year; Leon's sister and
guests dancing to the thunder- engineer for General Electric brother-in-law, A v ar and
William James who're just
ous sounds on the top floor at Lynn, Massachusetts.
of the motel.
The Rev. A. E. Andrews, back from Alaska where he
And Saturday was also the of Louisville, Kentucky who served in the Army — they
wedding day of Ethyl Rhynette was the founding pastor of arrived home in time for the
Northcross
Will iam Parkway G a rdens Presby- birth of their first born — a
and
Charles Hurd at the Ever- terian Church and the Rev. son — William, Jr.; and the
Presbyterian Church. F. Ray
green
Biddle, executive groom's brother, Leon Hurd,
The winsome young bride is secretary of the Presbytery Jr., from Detroit where he's

ford.
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SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:
We can't guarantee that you'll be a winner
at Southland, but we caniguaranteeithatt
• you'll have a ball trying.'
-Closed Weeand SunlAdmissionN5O*1

$ Les Anderson - W IIA rogram Director
"Soul Sense"
24 Hours

Sorry no minors:-: .We'rerated Is"A"'" for
Adult Entertainment

1070 For You

WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

This Great Looking
Bike

BY

Mon Claire

14 North Main (d.n.t..) 527-3619

ALL THE PRIZES SHOWN
Tri-State Defender
Annual Carrier's Summer Contest
YOU CAN Enjoy the Fun Days
of Summer

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m

Highest Quality with
Lowest Prices

SYNTHETIC WIG $595
100% HUMAA $1O9 .

• Earn Money
• in Prizes

"JUST KNOCK ON A NEW DOOR"
Add a new customer to your Route Boon

Hair WIGS

ules

WASH
and
WEAR
TAPERED
WIG

1. Base on number sold June 6.
2. A base of 25 customers weekly.
3. Prizes awarded on highest number of new
home delivery.
4. All carriers must agree to submit customer
route list at end of contest to be eligible for
prizes.
Defender
5. All contestants must be verified
carriers.

PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN! I ! !
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN

EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY ME AT MON CUR

Miss Myrtle Rankin
To Be Wed On June 277
4
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Ran- Miss Rankin was the 1968-69
kin, Sr., of 2306 Rollins st., queen of the Blues Bowl. She
Memphis, announce the engage- is now employed at Intertur-,,
meat of their daughter, Miss'tional Harvester Credit arre
Myrtle Vera Rankin, to Henry Collection.
Wilburn, son of Mr. and Mrs.I
Wallace Wilburn, Sr., of 852 S. Mr. Wilburn was graduated
from Booker T. Washington
Lauderdale.
The wedding will take place High School and attended -Leon Saturday, June 27, at the' Moyne College and Memphis
Greater White Stone Baptist State University.
He is currently employed
Church.
The bride-elect was graduat_-with Commerce General Cored from Hamilton High School Peration.
and attended LeMoyne College The couple will honeymoon
and Memphis State University. at Tan-Tar-A Resort.
an engineer at Ford and %%holt Erskine Hawkins, came from
enter the University of Detroit Atlanta
and
t he
bride's
cousins. Dr. Levi Watkins, Jr.,
Law school this fall.
Helping to pretty up t h e who just received his medical
reception in the fellowship degree from Vanderbilt Unihall of the church were out-of- versity and his brother James
towners,
Laver n
Bailey. Watkins, who lives in Montfr
om
me
ry
and is a student at.
roomgo
Rhynette
other Boston,
mate for two years, Kathy Southern Illinois UniversiO.'
Sanders from St. Louis, an- Samuel's mother is Mrs.
Sandra Marie Phelps of Elberton,
roommate;
Simpson from Chicago and Georgia. Alpha Land — the
Bernice Judice from Houston. members of Alpha Lambda
Delta Chapter of Alpha Phi
The couple will honeymoon
in Switzerland where William. Alpha Fraternity kicked up
their heels Friday night with
versatile
musician,
a
will scores of guests in the Skyplay in the International Jazz
way and on the roof on the
Festival. He's a member of :''a}'
motel.
the Boston Jazz Band. At
Ernest
Young
is
the affals
Notre Dame he was an outpresident of the group with
standing track star.
Oops, we almost forgot that Atty. George Brown. Jr., behis cousin, Charles Branham ing the president-elect. George
who's a Doctoral student at is one of the two black achrtthe University of Chicago, was sors to the City Board of Eduare
also here for the wedding. We cation. Other officers
remember how impressed we George Clark, secretary, his
were with him when he at- Vera will trek to Europe thiletended Manassas High and summer; Frederick Letcheir....
we heard him make a speech corresponding secretar
there during Negro History Addision Morrison, treasurer.and Willie E. Lindsey, Jr,
week.
editor to the Sphinx.
And in the home where she Harper Brewer, Jr., was.
grew up, Carmella Rose Guy chairman of the dance compledged
her troth
Sunday mittee which saw to it that ,
evening to Samuel H. Phelps guests enjoyed the music
of
with
her
grandfather, the two bands during the evening.'
Rev. W. L. Varnado, °theist- His committee members werc.
lag assisted by the Rev. S. A. Kenntth Cole, William
Cross,
Owen, pastor of Metropolitan William Hawkins and
liana.
Baptist Church. Her sister Winfrey. Flower Potpourri
Beverly (Mrs.
Willis
B.) Mary (Mrs. Isom) Wilson
Sheftall of Alabama State Col- feted the Park Manor
Garderi.,
lege was matron of honor club at her home
at
and her younger sister Francine Netherwood where they 17'411,,
made
Guy played the organ. Fran- plans for their first
annutr:'
cinne's a student at Wellesley. garden tour of the
homes of •-•
Carmella's
parents
are three of their fold.
•Ernestine and Walter P. Guy, The tour will be
Friday
Jr. She's a former pediatric from 5 til 8 and
will begin
nurse
at
Johns
Hopkinns the informal gardens of Mrs.
Hospital. They've gone to Harris Gadison at
1755 NetherSan Francisco for the summer wood. Here hints
will be given
and this fall he'll teach math on informal
entertainment with
at Morehouse. He formerly the table settings
pointing um: •
taught at Hampton Institute. the theme of
informality.
The bride was especially An Oriental theme will be
pretty in her mod wedding featured in the refreshments.
—
attire at their reception at table decor and costumes
of...
the Alma C. Hanson Student the hoH.T.stesses at the home of
Lockard, at 1304Union of Le Moyne-Owen Col- Mrs.
La Palo m a.
lege where her mother is on A bonus
will be given at..
the staff.
the home of Mrs. Onzie
Horne,
Ernestine's
sisters
came i 1602 S. Parkway, E., wheno••
for the wedding — Pearl Jill
Barrasso
narrates
a
(Mrs. James) Crawford andfashion show
with fashions
Doris (Mrs. Frank) Conick,!from Sears. The show
will be
I both from Jackson, Mississippi,held
I
in
Mildred's
format,
—
and Lillian (Mrs. Levi) wat„[gardens.
kins from Alabama State Col-I Making plans
for the tour
lege where her hubby is!which will benefit
the group's
proxy.
!beautician
project
in
the
The
man, La Rose School
:.;room's
best
area
were
• I Mesdames A. T.
Ricard, and
;Walter Flowers co-chairm
en of
A ROMAN
I the tour and Mesdame
s Leland
Atkins, Timothy Carr,
CATHOLIC NUN
Gadison,
Marion Harri s,
who worked among
Lockard, Charles
H. Mason, John K.
Negroes and Indians just
Olive, John Powell and
after rhe Civil War, to
Peter Jones.
Mrs.
learn more about her, free!
James S. Byes
and Mrs. Frederick
Mother Kothorin• were out of the city. Riverii
The Cottillions
entertained
Drexel Guild,
scores of their friends
at an.
elaborate
b r I dge luncheon*
Sisters of the
t'other Saturda' noon at
Blessed Sacrament, Top Hats and Tails the
I house. Look for separate
1663 BRISTOL PIKE
story'
Cornwell Heights, Pa.19020 elsewhere in the TSD — guest
• &a.
list is impressively long.
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Reports Given
At Hiawatha
Club Meeting
The Hiawatha Art and Social Club held Its May meet- ,
ing at the home of Mrs Zana
Ward, City Federation president, and serving as hostesses
with her were Mrs. Willa
Brisco and Mn. Mildred Crawford.
Mrs. Ward made a report on
the State Convention, which is
to be held in Dyersburg. Mrs.
Mauddean Seward was elected
a delegate to the convention.
Presiding over the business
session was the president, Mrs.
Grace Tardy. Mrs. Juanita
Turner, a member of the Clara
Barton Club, was a guest.
Olgrinembers attending the
Mrs. Winnie
MrsMirauddean Seward, Mrs.
Floir Cochrane, Miss Anniel
Thonion, Mrs. Jessie Lock-I
hart=ktiss Maggie Newsom,
MrsrEdite Kirklon, Mrs. Thelma 3libeis, Mrs. W. A. Elitism,
Mrs=a12 Greene and Miss
B. ItSin.r. reporter.

meeillirliere

JACK & JILL MEMBERS — The Memphis
chapter of Jack and Jill of America, Inc.,
added six new members to its ranks a n d
desegregated at its latest spring meeting
Seated from left are Mrs. Bobbie V. Stokes,
Mrs. Thelma Howse and Mrs. Mary K a y
Tolleson. Standing, from left, are Mrs. Lillie A. Wilkerson, Mrs. Allegra W. Turner,
chapter president; Mrs. Johnnie M. Over-

ton, and Mrs. Bernie Daugherty. Following
the formal ceremonies conducted by t b e
vice president, Mrs. Willye Lee Branch,
the chapter of about 50 leading matrons of
the city enjoyed refreshments prepared by
hostesses Mrs. Fannie Woodard, chairman;
Mrs. Katie Williams, Mrs. Emma Stotts
and Mrs. Emogene Wilson, chapter journalist.

Garden Club
Plans Benefit
The Sredaer Club will meet
on Saturday, June 13, at 2
p.m. at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry H. Cobb of 1322
LaPaloma st, the scene of the
club's Garden Party on Saturday, June 27 at 5 p.m.

TYPES

By
MATOKI SCHALK JOHNSONIM
plan-

The club first started
ning the party last November
when it held its first benefit
program.

During the meeting on Saturday, the club will complete

plans for the program. All
members are asked to be present.

"Enjoy the pleasure bestowed on you,
and bear the pain bestowed on you,
Wait patiently for what time brings,
as does the farmer with the fruit."
—Sprigs of Indian

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
SOUTH

MIDTOWN
1620 MADISON

cocktails at six, and later one of Vassal's fantastic and delicious dinners will be served. He oversees
everything, including the gorgeous hors d'ouevres
. . . the last time we attended an Evening of Elegance, the dancing and dinner were held in a satin
striped tent . . . Honorary chairman this year is Mrs.
C. B. Powell. General chairman is Mrs. Wilhelmina
Adams. General co-chairmen are Mrs. Charlotte A.
Evans, Mrs. Martha Copeland and Hon. Kenneth N.
Sherwood. Mrs. Dina Merrill Robertson is a member
of the committee . . . Mrs. Dorothea Towles Church
. Jackie Robinson . . . Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
Logan, Hon. Samuel R. Pierce, Jr.

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

Gin &Tonic?

'
OPEN 24A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to says your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for yolir favorite charity!
U.S.D.A.

In this changing world, thank heavens for something that doesn't change. The beautiful pink invitation from Vassal Thomas, the impressario of N e w
York's jet-set. Nine years ago, Vassal presented his
first Evening of Elegance . . . this ninth edition of
his beautiful dream-come-true will benefit the Summer Vacation Fund for underprivileged children. The
June 26th affair will honor Miss Arlene Francis, TV's
charmer, and William R. Hudgins. President of Freedom National Bank. Held at the Boat Basin Rotunda,
at 79th Street and the Hudson River, the guests will
dance to the happy sounds of Ralph Rogers and his
Society Orchestra.

Stevie Sawyer, pride and joy of Mrs. Ronald Sawyer, zipped into town last week with her roomie (both
finished Fisk U. and will head for other studie s)
Yvonne Britton of the Bronx, New York. Stevie will
go to Pitt.

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

CONCERN FOR JUSTICE has brought The Links, Inc. to
the culmination of a seven-year $100,000 drive in support
of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.
(LDF). Final check will be presented to LDF attorney Sylvia Drew at the group's 15th National Assembly on June
26-27 in Cincinnati which will bring together over 2,000
members of the 23-year-old national women's philanthropic

center cut chuck

CHOICE

Prices in the ad effective noon,June 11th thru
midnight June 18th •
We reserve the
ri ht to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

Heavy
SCOTT

Roast

per

b. 794;

Towels

290

JUMBO ROLL

PALMOLIVE LIQUID

Detergent

CHITTERLINGS

SEVEN-UP OR PEPSI CO LA

Drinks

. BOTTLE

220

NO ETURN BOTTLES

4 LIMIT

HUNT'S NEW 2 LB. BTL.
32 OZ. 390
2 LIMIT
SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

Tomatoes

5/99e
5 LIMIT

BIG 280z. can

Cheese

STEAKS
LB. 590
(Boston Butt lb. 414

Pork & Beans
RED RIPE

Fresh
/
1 2 GAL. 250
Ground
2 LIMIT

FRED MONTESI GRADE "A" LARGE

Doz. 390

Eggs

.

naamBURGER
3 lb.Pk9scgo
or more lb. 'ow'
GRADE "A"

KELLY

Luncheon Meat

16or.

2
/
290

Watermelons

EACH

KRAFT MACARONI
7'4oz. 2
/
3
9

KRAFT GRAPE

Jelly

18oz.

290

(limit 3)

490 FRYERS OELMONTE for cooking,soups or salads
whole LB.250
Tomato Wedges 160z. 2
Cut-up
tray pack LB.2110
Southern Bell

FRED MONTESI

Smoked
Hams
Butt portion Lb. 630

BACON
Reg. or Thick
1 Lb Pkg 1.32
Sliced Tray Pak lb. 67.

Shank portion Lb.

spo

SLICED BACON
FRED MONTESI
(Reg. 69C)

READ THIS AMAZING SUCCESS STOR
Says. Mrs. Lois Hopkins
7923 S. Emerald St.
Chica , Illinois

Fred Mentes!
SLICED BACON
( REG. 750)
KING COTTON L
OR

PR<O.

RE0.11114
FRED MONTESI LB. PKG.
OR
(REG. 635)
FISHER BEEF BACON 1201. PKG.

19(
13

..rom At,

11

OR 565 OFF ANY 2LB. PKG. of
FRED MONTESI OR KING COTTON BACON

56i Off Any 2 Lb. Pkg. Of Fred Montesi or King Cotton Bacon With Coupon

?WM coupon per family

Jihad a financial problem, and
niosrpcople have money worries
sometimes. Rev. Costonie has
been located at 927 East 47th St.
for fifteen year, His name is well
known and he pastors a fine
church here in Chicago. So I went
to see him for prayer for my
finance problem.
I got results in three days.
People
with problems should
check carefully who you are
dealing with. Int phone number
WA4-4969 or write to him for a prayer
free for the asting. This is my way of saying
Costonie. I :eye him
to use my picru

MRS. L

With this coupon and 5.00 additional pur
chase excluding value of coupon merchan
clime (fresh milk products and tobacco aloompliance with state law)
so
Coupon expires noon Wednesday. ju,,c
17th 1970.

...eluded..

LB. Pkg.

There's one Harvard man who doesn't forget his
alma mater . . . Nashville's William H. Fort, 11, Ad- •
ministrative Assistant at Meharry Medical College.
He's married to a charming lass mined Gerry and$,
they have two daughters . . . both marries:Land both;'
living in Boston! Jane is Mrs. George J. Morrison
and is director of research for the C,onitnimity-Uni-.
versity Committee for Inner-City Change.• 1?orothy Is
a Systems Engineer for IBM's Waltham sales office.
Bill is a member of the Harvard Class of 1930 and •
is on the Reunion committee. We will always remenk.:
ber Bill's commencement . . . there is something
about the Harvard Yard that endears a visitor . .
we had been there many times (and took a course or
two in a great big rambling building), but for a gal;
like a commencement it was sheer dream-dust. Ths
dorms were leaping, champagne was bubbling and
corks popping, white coated waiters were ever ywhere and the sun was extra special and shimmering,
proud mothers and dads strolled around. If our memory is correct, Torn Patrick graduated in that class
and went on to become one of the famous physicians
for the young set.
The Forts will be with the reunion committee at
Chatham Bars Inn. Chatham-on-the-Cape, and then
enroute home, will visit in New York and Washington. )
Love in bloom in June . . . and we've just heard It
that the highest ranking black woman in the trade
union movement, Doris Turner, recently elected Ex- •
ecutive Vice President of Local 1199, Drug and Hospital Employees Union, became a bride on May 24th ;
. . the groom, Willie Keys, a computer programmer. it
They plighted their troth in the Main Sanctuary of :
The Antioch Baptist Church of Brooklyn. Rev. George
Lawrence, pastor of Antioch, performed the rites.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gale of Baton Rouge, Lou- •
isiana have announced the June 6th high noon wedding of their daughter Cheryl Christine to Lemuel
Wallace Dowdy. son of Dr. and Mrs. Lewis C. Dowdy :
of Greensboro.
The wedding rites will take place at Sacred Hear
Catholic Church. Washington, D.C. where the engasa
ed couple have been students at Howard U. Both win
be graduated on June 5, (he from law school) . . .
She is a graduate of Southern University and is a
member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. At Howard
she serves as secretary of the Howard U. Student Association. Mr. Dowdy, was commissioned as a second
lieutenant in the U. S. Army when he completed his
undergraduate work at Howard. An Alpha Phi Alpha
frater, Dowdy is employed by the Federal Trade Commission in Washington.
July 4th will be a very special day in the lives
of the Edwards' family in Hawking. Texas. Adall-Duane Edwards, daughter of the late Dr. Martin LE`
Edwards, Sr. and Mrs. Arzelia M. Edwards, will licr"..7
married in the flower-filled family garden to Richard'?
Antonio Pierce, son of Mrs. Iris Pierce of Maypena:
Jamaica, West Indies. It will be a simple yet splenow•
did affair with close friends from all over the Stater
visiting.
Art in the black world is an amazing, beautiful,
fantastic reality that does not seem real. The magnificence of its rich colors and the depth of it is almost too much to bear. Recently the United Negro
College Fund and the Center for African and African
American Studies of Atlanta University, presented an
exhibition of art that drew the top flight artists and
their paintings. It paid homage to the late Alai rt
Locke, Howard professor and cultural leader.

990

12 OZ.
CAN

FEN -E-C FROZEN
PURPLE HULL OR CROWDER

Tom Johnson of Pocahontas, Va. ailing in Appalachian Registered Hospital, Beckley, W. Va., Room
406 ... send him a card.
•
• • •

22 LB.AVG.

AUSAG
Dinners
21b. bag 790

supen iuREx

79(

16 oz.PKG.

HEINZ

FRED MONTESI
Country Style Pure Pork

DELTA FROZEN SLICED

Bleach

2•55

RESH PORK

Ketchup

HAND PACKED'

10th pail

KRAFT AMERICAN SLICED

organization. Pictured here at recent LB? Institute,
•k
members on back row, from left, are Tbeista Doby, Ella
McLean, Allie Marshburn, Juanita B. Lase, Julia A. Delany, Marie T. Burrell, Elsie M. Collins; On front row,
same order, are Virginia B. Savoy, Bernice .L. Mtince, Dr.
Helen G. Edmunds, Sarah S. Scott, Bessie N. Rill, Vera
F. Powell. (International Photo)

peemtssion

pee week

927 E. 47th STREET
KUM SISTILLIIS

COMPANY N IC 90 PROOF 11.SrillE0 DRY 6IN FROM AMERICAN HAM

CHU'

-,

Chicago, Illinois 110653
SUNDAY SERVICES 11 A. M. AND 1 P.M.
5001 S. Ellis Ave. Corner of 50th St.

..
.
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By TOKI SCHALK JOHNSON
Dr, Samuel D. Proctor, professor of education in the Graduate School of Education at Rutgers IT-tversity and one of this
country's foremost Negro educators was awarded an honorary
Doctor of Divinity degree at Bucknell University's 120th an,ises last Sunday. Recognized 'by
nual Commencement exer,
Bucknell President Charles H. Watts as a "wise, compassidtate, determined, effective leader who came early and stayed
late in the e.,er demanding business of securing freedom and
men." Dr. Proctor also preached the sermon
equality for
at the Baccalaureate service.
The Nation's 100 best high school musicians will be discovered in the annual search to form the 1970 McDonald's AtAmerican High School Marching Band, announced Paul:3Avalle, director of the Band and musical director of Radio. city
Music Hall in New York City. The Band will play in rfi e
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York and in th e
Tournament of Roses Parade on New Year's Day in Pasadena,
J. Otis Erwin, president of Morristown College, Morristown Tenn., and James Franks of Newport, 'Tenn., chairMistl
of the Buildings and Grounds Committee announced that ,tie
college is to receive a grant of $150,000. The grant is being
made by the Division of Higher Education of the General
Board of Education of United Methodist Church at Nashvikie.
The entire sum will go to remodeling and completely reno:freedoms and the environment vating the mens' dormitory. Wallace Hall, and the woutea's
!around us?" continued Chafee. dormitory, Crary Hall.
,I After outlining many of the Calif.
technological advances made
Dr. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., president of Michigan State
past two decades,
in the
was one of three individuals who were hotnicod
University,
discussed
Chafee
Secretary
"outstanding con"a certain uneasiness in the by the American Missionary Association for
Dr. WharBesides
relations".
human
of
field
the
in
tributions
people,
young
many
for
PRAIRIE VIEW Tex. - The N.R.O.T.C. at Prairie View air,"
General
UN
the
of
president
Brooks,
E.
Angie
ton.
Liberia's
as
'Navy's newest Naval Reserve A&M College here.
Reverend Joseph Durick, bishop of the
Most
the
and
Assembly
big
with
frustration
a
'Officer Training Corps unit In May 1968, Prairie View bead
governments, universities, and diocese of Nashville received the society's 1970 Am ist
graduated its first officers came the recipient of the
Awards.
Sunday with the Secretary of Navy's 51st commissioned unit. industries;
- a lessening of individual
the Navy, John H. Chafee, It is also the only Navy R.O.T.C.
Three semester hours of credit goes along with the Jai:
swearing the men in as Navy% at a predominantly Negro colto be held June 15 -to July 3rd at Hampton InstiWorkshop
- an inclination to retreat to tute, Hampton, Va.
ensigns and Marine Corps sec- lege.
' Chafee challenged the 350 a simpler life; and
• •
ond Lieutenants.
graduating seniors in his com- -an urge to drop out or cop
"Peridontics in General Practice" and "Care of the. Seriaddress, asking out.
On the rolling Texas prairie. mencement
education
100 miles from the nearest in this period of military force' -If we value these rights we ously DI Patient" are the topics of two continuing
for its
ege
Coll
Medical
Meharry
at
Chafee,
offered
be
said
to
Secretary
more
courses
"do
freedoms,"
they
that
reductions
call
water.
of
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, NEW YORK ,body
Chafee administered the oath with less,- adding an "extra "them we must bear more than alumni and local practitioners.
* •
to the la graduates from measure of dedication and We must bear more than
A "Luncheon L'Africaine" for black graduates of both Rutour share of the world burden."
ability."
parents was the blueThe Navy Secretary outlined From the 1970 graduating gers and Douglass Colleges and their
Day. The
Commencement
Rutgers
at
3
June
for
event
ribbon
will
officer
two major areas of concerniclass, one new
SoAfro-American
Student
the
by
sponsored
was
facing each young man andattend flight school, two will luncheon
Black Student Congress.
woman. "Resistance of the:study at the Navy's Supply ciety at Rutgers and the Douglass
* • •
temptation to shrink within a'Corps School in Athens, Ga.,
Bautzer, Fawn, Rothman a n d
Wyman,
of
The law firm
civil
the
will loin
'Fortress America' will he one
of Lloyd N. Hand in
partnership
the
announced
has
Kuchel.
will
one
Corps.,
major
Engineering
challenges
the
one of
the Washingtm D.C.
in
partner
a
became
Hand
Mr.
firm.
the
you will encounter continuously study at the Submarine School,
firm. Mr. Hand is a memas citizens of this good oldthree New Marines will attend and European offices of the noted
ber of the bars of the District of Columbia and the State of
Basic School at Quantico,
Republic," he said.
and was formerly Chief of Protocol for the United
Texas
"The other major challenge and five new ensigns will join
States with the personal rank of Ambassador.
is a national one. Can we as a 'the fleet at sea.
S •
*
to the
people. with a continuously Speaking directly
Del., honorary degrees
Dover,
College.
State
Delaware
At
growning population, work out soon-to-become new naval and
a nd
a mode of living that will per-marine officers, Chafee said went to Board of Trustees members, Harold H. Keller
of
chairman
Williams,
R.
Harriet
Miss
Baker;
W.
W.
James
men
young
the
envied
mit us to keep our material that he
simultaneously because their challenges were Chemistry Department and Dr. King V. Cheek, Jr. president
while
gains,
of Shaw University.
our in dividual many and were exciting.
preserving
ENSIGN COMMISSIONED - Secretary of
the Navy John M. Chafee congratulates
newly commissioned Ensign James Ealy of
Palestine. Texas, after Ealy was sworn into the Navy following graduation wit h

honors from Prairie View A&M College is
thirteen seniors were members of the first
graduating class from the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps at the college.

Prairie View Graduates
First Naval Officers

Theluckofthe Scotch.
e
Red
Walker
Johnni
So smooth-world's best selling Scotch
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The Quality Remain:4. .
Long After
The Price Is Forgotten

HURRY 3-DAYS ONLY
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Let Pp to Double the Mileage
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‘
ft'

431

Guaranteed Against: Micas'
urea of the tire requiting from
normal road hazards or defects
in material or workmanship
For How Long: For the life of
the original tread
What Sears Will Do: Repair

oF

nail punctures at no charge I .
case of failure. in exchange ft,
the tire. replace it charging
only the proportion of current

regular sel"•r. nice plum Federal Eseiseitis that represents
tread used

9T

Guaranteed Against- Tread
wear-out
For How Long: The number
of months specified

What Sears Will Do. In ex.
change for the tire, replace it
charging the current regular
selling price plum Federal Ex
case Tax less the following allowance

Months Guaranteed All
12 to 24
'27 to 39

if. •traNtra I •1.4-1441

:s

4 '4

Tread Wear-Out
Guarantee

•Guaranteed by Sears to wear for a full 36 months.
MM'IWV

Tread Life Guarantee

Catch this one!
s
I 1)4MP
1

of Moo Non-Belted Tires

ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee

I o'
2fi

PLUS guaranteed again‘t all failure for life of tread
I
fiber glass belts keep the tread fiat againsi the road
t., leilui e tire squirm and wiggle. This means better trac•
twn and longer life.Twu rugged ii ion curd plies and
e Ira sireiwth for greater protection aeatti,t impact dam- ,
age dn.' punctures. (Amnon safett shoulders for raier
Herrin: arid surer cornering. Sate now!

Fashion.-Emphatically! The wider strap with the
strong buckle, double pronged. That blunt, builtup toe. The whole concept of fashion as a strong
statement. Great. In black or Deep Antique Gold.
$19.95
Downtown open 'til 5:30 P.M.

tpitio 1 •tractryvti

N('411110411* 11;sess.4aWit
•

Seart automata% e Centers Open Mils 5 30 a m
%V HITEH YEN
1200 Southland

ii540P AT REARS AND SAVE
3aLisfsetisn Gusrenteed se
Woes Wises,Ds*

Sears
111*1111111011MK1 al* OS

Mill
396-5151
CR OSS TOW N
495 N crosstown
276-041 I

POPLAR
4570 Poplar
li82-151 I
THIRD ST
404; S Third
774-3730

Tires and Batteries
Sear Stores

Also Atonable At triese

FR A YSER
3746 N. Watkins
WEST MEMPHIS 304 Broadway
51ILUNGTON
71195 Hliras 7,1 SI
COLLTFRI it I F..
W
609 Missy

,
4

The Memphis Housing A••
thority will receive bids
153,000 linear feet RESILIENI.
VINYL UTILITY MOLDINa
AND 225 GALLONS CON,2
WALL BASE ADHESIVE rai
LEMOYNE GARDENS, TENS
1-4 & 1-4A, PUBLIC ,HOUS1/4C
MEMPHfr
DEVELOPMENT,
TENNESSEE, until 10:00 A.N1r,
CDT. June 18, 1970, at We
Adams Avenue, Memphis Tenrik
see, at which time and place ell
bids will be publicly opened aa
read aloud.
MODERNIZATION ENthe
GINEER, Memphis Housing Cthority,, 700 Adams Avettg,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Proposed forms of rid
documents, including spetilications. are on file at the official
Attention is called to ae
fact that no less than
..inmskiaop prevailing wage for ate
the Oparea must be past.
ject and that the contractor mast
.
ensure that employees and
plicants for employment are let
discriminated against because-.of
race, color, religion, sex, or Tv
tional origin.
The Memphis Hensing.4uthority reserves the right N....reject any or all bids or to swerve
any informalities in the bailing.
No bid shall be witheliarrai
for • period of thirty (30) days
subsequent to the opening of Lids
without the consent of Aix
Memphis Housing Authority...-.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTI-40RIT'

far

Sat
Tabetess ‘t.lute.,Il R
"l''''''
,de
,
I..... Plusf
F E T and
ET aod Plus Pnc'
Guard
YoutOldrize YourOldrat
C79.13 or 6.501,13
31.95
2I 95

357-0351
735-3740
971-0151
853-2893
imingg

BEASLEY•JONES•RAGLAND

99 So. Main Street

Orelk Ledbetter
Secretary

•

••••••,
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Sports
- Horizon

!MSU Junior
Awarded MDDA
Scholarship —

was injured soon after joining
Tidewater. Allen was the best
The Memphis Blues got what hitter for the Blues before beamounted to about a week's ing moved up. "He was too
vacation with pay when most good for this league,- explained
M.-last week's home stand was one Blues official. Allen, released by the Phillies in the
rained out after continous rain- spring, appears to have all the
fill drenched the city. Now on tools to make him a part of
a three city road trip which the first three brothers in the
will take the baby Mets to Lit- majors team since Vince, Dom
and Joe brought fame to the
tle Rock, Dallas-Ft. Worth and Milwaukee Brewers.
El Paso Blues skipper Johnny
Antonelli is hopeful that his BOUTON BLOWS WHISTLE
team can regain the early seaion form which enabled them Call it sour grapes, antittlIPP off to a big lead in the establishment or intellectual
Eastern Division of the Texas mayhem Jim Bouton, former
Lague.
New York Yankee pitcher and
'
Home run power by the Blues now with the Houston Astros,
got them off on the right track has been subjected to much
in their opener with the Arkan- criticism since excerpts from
§iiS Travelers last Saturday his book "Ball Four" have apnight in Little Rock. Ted peared in a national magazine.
Eashore, Steve Chilcott and In short Bouton is being censorHWY Carthel delivered four ed for telling the truth about
base wallops in the 9-6 victory. baseball players when they
Carthel's smash, a three run take the gray and white flan
)815' in the sixth, aided pitcher nels off.
Jerry Perkins in annexing
his third win without a loss. The point is you violate an
unwritten law by exposing your
Slump-ridden John "Hammer'own line of work. Commissioner
Milner lashed out three safeties Bowie Kuhn made the censorincluding a double which plat- ship official when he had the
ed -a .run. Milner, a flashy At- exroom mate of Whitey Ford
lanta, Georgia product whom summoned into his office to
great things are expected discuss the Commissioner's
f-r o m by the parent M e t s, displeasure over "Ball Four."
Watched his batting average
dip from the high .300's to .244. Bouton, who makes $21,000
The southpaw belter thinks he with the Astros after a few
has solved his problems at the seasons in the minors followplate and, if Milner has, the ing his hero days with the
Blues, pennant hopes will be world champion Yankees, told
of carousing and peeping tom
bolstered.
antics of some players. He
, Ann Allen, the slugging broth- also spoke of how Mickey Maner of Richie Allen of the St. tle might have lasted longer
Louis Cards, ran into some had the great New York idol
tough luck after being promot- rested his aching legs more.
ed from the Blues' roster to the While on the mound in the
Met Triple A farm team at future Bouton had better
Tit,ewater, V i r ginia. Allen watch his own ball fours.

Sylvia J. Glover, p junior
home economic major at
Memphis State University, has
received the first annual scholarship recognition award
I presented by the Memphis
;District Dietetics Association
Miss Glover, &tighter of Mr
and Mrs. Luke A. Glover of
1 2450 Cable. is a 1965 graduate
of Melrose High School. She
expects to complete her dietetics major at hISU in December.
The award, which includes
i'nancial aid and a gold
around a young successful filmmaker, who while searching for an appliabie ?harm, was presented at the
subject for his next film, fantasizes bizarre situations as motion picture ,esocietion's annual banquet
pints. The 200 blacks will appear as extras in the film co-authored by himJune 3 by Mrs. Beth McCoy,
self and producer Larry Tucker.
1970-71 president.
'

" BLUES WASHED OUT

"ALEX IN WONDERLAND." directed by Paul Mazursky, seen in front
with band to hat, is being filmed in color in Southern California locations
and will feature some 200 blacks, who will appear as revolutionaries emerging from the ocean to take over the white power structure. The film centers

Get yourself together

1

AM&N GRID COACH
Arkansas AM&N' head foot
ball
coach and athletic direcI
tor Vanette Johnson was awardled a Doctor of Education degree from the University o'
Arkansas. The Lions' grid
mentor, and alumnus of AN1SEN
finished a dissertation with the
title "An Evaluation of the,
Administration o f I ntercollegiate Athletics in Selected Colleges and Universities."

3

CAGE CLINICS
Bobby Smith picked by Cleveland from the San Diego Rockets in the expansion draft, joined fellow professional basketball players Jimmy Walker of
the
Detroit Pistons, Clem
AIRMAN LAWRENCE Brown, Haskins of the Chicago Bulls,
son of Mrs. Cleora Fleming, and Henry Logan of the WashRoute 1, Helena, Ark., has re- ington Caps in. giving four inceived his first assignment structional clinics sponsored by
in the transportation field and the Memphis Recreation Deis assigned to a unit of the partment. The clinics were
Strategic Air Command at held earlier this week at GasXsilher AFB, Calif. He is a ton. Pine Hill, Hollywood and
at
MI9 graduate of Eliza Miller Melrose. Smith starred
High School, West Helena, Melrose in four sports before
moving to cage fame at Tulsa.
Ark.
••

•
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The only Black-Owned and operated (
employment agency in the

•

•
•
•
•
TALENT
SEARCH
ASSOCIATES.

Li

w

• or MID- SOUTH

•

•

t60secondsflat
with a Polaroid
Colorpack II

•

• BEAT THE SUMMER JOB

•

•

RUSH

•

•

•

•

• ACCOUNTANT
•
• CLERK TYPIST
• $350 45-55 wpm attractive 21 & up downtown
• office.
•
ACCOUNTMG CLERK

Ri4
•
•

•

2
41
•
•

•

$450 National company accounting or math

•

background.
•

•

•

SECRETARY

•

ability $500 local company top fringe
• Executive
benefits.
•
•
MARKETING ANALYST
$700 Degree in marketing natl. company must
be willing to relocate to Atlanta.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TALENT
SEARCH
ASSOCIATES
EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY

•

Talent SearchAssociates Client Companies are all Equal Opportunity Em- Ai
ployers. "Quality People for Quality IF
Jobs." For the professional and confidential

placement

525-0274/75.

4

service,

Call•

•

•
•

The next time the group is making a great scene,get
it together on film. With the Polaroid Colorpack II
Land camera something beautiful develops. A color
picture in 60 seconds. Or a black-and-white in 15
seconds.
An electric eye and electronic shutter automatically set the correct exposure— indoors or out.The
3-element lens gives sharp pictures. And the built-in
flashgun uses 4-shot flashcubes for indoor shots.
Just drop in a film pack;shoot, pull out the film.
And in seconds you see a finished picture. So get
behind a Polaroid Colorpackll. In a minute or less,
you'll be glad you did.

Polaroid gives it to

now $20055*

Potoei$-SUOQeMed ks1 MOO
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•
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Ground Is. Broken For
Science-Math Center
LeMnYne-Owen
Col le ge's way and Barbara Partee of
1970 centennial
baccalaureate 11110 Neptune.
and commencement programs
William Gordon, a 1997 grad
were forced indoors because
uate of Leldoyne, was the bacof rain. Chairs and a platform
calaureate speaker. He is a
had been set uji) beneath the
senior o fficer for USIA but
trees in trent of Brownlee was on
leave this past school
Hall for the two occasions. year
serving as a visiting proBaccalaureak... was held a-:fessor at University of Wisconcross the straw from the Cam- sin
pus at spacious Metropolitan
Mr. Gordon was accompan-1
Baptist Chura and commence- jet!
to Memphis by his wife andl
mem was conducted the coltwo
of his three sons.
lege gyrn
The LeMoyne-Owen choir,
Only one phase of the two- under direction of Mrs. Mildday program W 3S attemptedired Green, rendered approoutdoors and this was the priate music for both events.
ground -breaking ceremony for. Two receptions, one by the
the college's new science-- alumni and one by the presimathematics 1 earning center. dent of the college, were given
It was done quickly Sunday.for members of the graduating
evening , May 31, immediately'class.
following baccalaureate.
Mr. Orli'', a former mayor
The doctor of laws degree of Memphis and presently a
was conferred June 1 upon the member of the Shelby County
commencement speaker, Ed- Court, cited the important
mund Orgill of Memphis, by role the college has played in
retiring President Hollis F. bringing about better race rePrice. It was the first honorary lations in this area.
degree ever awarded by the Mr. Orgill has been the
college in its entire 100-year driving force in the colleg,
history.
effort to raise 81,656,000 for
Two of the 112 graduating he new science building and
seniors were graduated with renovation of Steele and Browndistinction — Rudolph Christian lee halls.
a sociology major of 2.1)66 Cas- He referred to Dr. Price as,
tex, and Douglas M. Wilkins, the college's first Negro presa humanities major of 1060 Ray ident and its greatest presner. The distinction award is ident.
determined by secret faculty Mr. Orgill said in his revote.
search for his address he read
Graduating with high honor several accounts of Negro
was Joy W, McPherson, a contributions. to America.
mathematics major of 1097 "I am now a strong advocate
Walk Place.
of black studies," he added.
Graduating with honor were He said he believes all schools
Mrs. Vivian M. Wesson of in the city should teach cour1576 Miller, Ethel Lee Adams ses giving a true account of
of 2284 Norman, Dayton C. slavery, the Civil War and the
Pegues of 3342 Rochester Road, role of the Negro in American
Joyce Ann Powell of 1368 Ridge- society .
- ---

Board Hears Appeals
To Reelect Teacher

Your Child Might
Join Miss Betty
On ROMPER ROOM

If your youngster is four or five
years old, and you'd like him to
be on Channel 5's
ROMPER ROOM program.
call W MC-TV. 274-8515.
today.(Then be sure to tell
our friends to watch
ROMPER ROOM at
9 a.in weekdays
on Channel 5!)

.41111.
owspor.
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GOOD CONVERSATION, Rufus Sm it h,
sophomore from Louden, Tenn, and M is s
Beverly Jenkins, a Nashville junior majoring in psychology discuss with Dr. F. D.
Patterson, "Some Imperatives in High e r
Education" during a recent luncheon on the
Tennessee State University campus. Former
President of Tuskegee Institute and presiemeritus of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, Dr.

Patterson closed the 1969-70 Sperry a n d
Hutchinson Lecture Series at Tennessee St.
Students planned a session with the dislingnished educator and ahad him all to themselves. Other S. & H. lecturers in the series
were Dr. Preston E. Valien, actin gassocite commissioner for Higher Education.
dshington, D.C.: and Robert Blakely, prif iss9r of ecluPation, Syracuse University.

_
appeals hearing session, the policies as exemplifiee. the
The Board of Education of demonstrating a lack of interest Board held a regular open meet- treatment of Miss Gl3dney
the Memphis City Schools met in the school system.
ing. When questioned as to the engenders frustration and disduring the morning and early Most of the furor revolves results of the earlier meeting, content which has a direct reafternoon Friday, May 29, and around the aid Miss Gladney Board President Edgar Bailey lation to achievement.
heard an appeal for the reelect- gave to a black student, Deb- replied that they had not yet Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw said
ion, — contract renewal — of orah Cleaves, senior class pres- reached a decision, but would that because Miss Gladney
Miss Margaret Rose Gladney, ident at Northside, who was probably make announcement related wel Ito blacks, she was
a tenth grade English teacher suspended and forced to trans- Monday.
not liked by the white communiat Northside high school.
fer to Tech. High because of At that point interested mem- ty a nd that this attempt to
Miss Gladney, a 25-year-old her activities organizing student bers of the community came crucify her was a direct result.
white woman, with a Bachelor participation in the "Black forward to, as Rev. S. B. Kyle She warned that such reprisals
of Arts degree from South- Monday's" boycotts.
said, attempt to influence the would not be tolerated by the
‘‘estern and a Master of Arts
black community.
decision of the Board.
from the University of Michigan, With the help of Miss Glad- Father Milton Guthery of St.
Ls threatened with separation ney, Miss Cleaves won readmis- Anthony described Miss Gladfrom the system on the recom- sion through the federal Courts ney as one who answered the
mendation of Northside princi- in February of this year, and needs of the community and
graduated with honors from said that it would be a shortpal John B. Michael.
Northside this May.
sighted act if the Board deDuring her two years with
the system at Northside (it The evaluation forms sent to cided not to reelect her.
takes three years to acquire the superintendent's office in Mrs. Alma Morris, a resident
tenure) Miss Gladney has re- March charged Miss Gladney of North Memphis, testified to
ceived only the highest ratings with disloyalty to the school the good character of Miss
on periodic efficiency reports. system and other discrediting Gladney and told the Board that
But suddenly after she took a acts. Acting on this and other they could not do without her
white at Northside and that if she
with
position in support of student communications
activities in the "Black Mon- Northside principal the ad- were transferred the entire
days" protest in the Fall of '69 ministrative office of the board student body of Northside would
she became labeled as a "dis- decided not to reelect Miss do the same.
ruptive- element in the faculty, Gladney tenth grade English Mr. George Dowdy, President
of the Memphis Federation of
and described as emotionally teacher par excellence.
unstable, and was charged with At 4 p.m. Friday after the Teachers, told of how Boar d

y

1105

plans A Pageant
The Alcy Youth Club will present a "Little Miss Alcy Pageant" on Saturday, June 13,
prtd ths
it 25'21 Rozelle
invited.
public i;

.J

Today... JIM WEBSTER is a Foreman
in the Shipping Department.

HE HELPS KEEP
REYNOLDS NO.1

limAy [Pt.r-3(3
lIl THEIR

VACATia

Ei
ALLOttS

SALE
A few years ago
Jim was unloading
boxes in the
Shipping Department.

I MID YEAR DEMONSTRATOR SALE

Jim was selected as a supervisor
trainee. Today as a foreman he
and his men make sure the orders
roll on schedule.

ALL MODELS REDUCED TO HELP CUSTOMERS
GET MORE CAR FOR LESS
•FORD POWER TRAIN WARRANTY GUARANTEED

ALSO

n /0

36

-yt
??s‘t
r
1

10"

oeot's

STATION WAGONS IN STOCK

*EXTRA SPECIAL*
*11-,
GALAXIE 500 4 DOOR SEDANS
ELEGANCE DOESN'T HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE

R.J.Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27102

pip

II

EQUALsOPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER)

AS LOW AS 3000 MILES
AUTOMATIC TRANS. AIR COND. AM/FM RADIO- TINITED GI.
WHITE WALL TIRES WHEEL COVERS VINYL TRIM

1048 UNION AVE.

3195.00

PUT'TINGI OUP EMPLOYEES FIRST KEEPS U$ FIRST IN THU TOBACCO BUSINESS
272-3431

S.

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY..
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
rAnAr
STAMPS!
PLAN DINNER MEETING — The executive staff of the
Memphis and Shelby County Alumni Association of Tennessee State University made plans for a dinner meeting with the new TSU president, Dr. A. P. Torrence and
installation of officers at a recent meeting at the Sheraton
Motor Inn, at which Dr. Torrence installed officers. Seated from left are the Rev. W. A. Suggs, president; Mrs.
- -

Doris E. Hall. correspondence secretary; Mrs. Gloria Vinson, financial secretary; and J. S. Simmons, vice president. Standing, same order, are Robert L. Jones, chaplain;
Harold I.. Winfrey, assistant treasurer; Mrs. Bernice McClanahan, recording secretary; Dr. Theron Northcross,
vice president, and Gene Fentress, treasurer.

TENDER LOIN
of TROUT

ith Coupon

WINS SCHOLARSHIP — Carol !inn Parker.
center, of Dorchester, Mass., accepts plaque announcing her receipt of National
Achievement Scholarship Award from t h e
GiBete Company, Boston, from Paul G.
O'Friel, director of corporate public affairs,
as her mother, Mrs. Vivian L. Parker. looks
on at left. Miss Parker was one of 340 re,-

ceiving scholarships under the National
Achievement Scholarship Program organized to recognize and encourage highly able
black students throughout the United
States. Miss Parker has been accepted at
Boston University for the six-year medical
program and will enroll in the fall.

Offer Good
Every Wed.
For the
Mont ti
of June
at all
locations

KROGER, FROZEN

MEAT PIES TuR, CHEYIC

OK R
ENB.EEF

8-0Z
PKGS.

KING SIZE
Includes 200 cubic inch 6 cylinder, WSW tires, AM radio, black painted hood, cowl top, black
painted grill, bright drip mouldings, bright window frames, racing mirrors, tape stripes, 14-inch
wheels, trim ring hub caps. Deck lid spoiler, carpeting, vinyl

AJAX DETERGENL58;,<G99c
HAMBURGER 34.G.
COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF

Air cond., 351 2V—power steering, power brakes, automatic trans., WSW, wheel covers,
vinyl trim, body side mouldings, tinted glass, AM radio.

v.1 11:••'
if ,..es fir ig, 0.
r• art ,01•. jelv i
at/ Ct,unlo
...v 2 oRqs
1fllif
KI09e1 SpoCk

50

Air cond., 302—V-8, power steering, automatic trans., AM radio, tinted glass, WSW tires,
wheel covers, vinyl roof, carpets, body side mouldings, racing mirrors.

okui,

s,X tAtr.

K.( Oglef Ppi5J,

SOIoIh
•
z.u.
"
j• to% Sits '°1.

TENDER. FRESH

"." f;v4e7§-skgs
5If v•IvhEpees.
69' Legg
ir Ark wort, 7 plc ,q• Bled!. Iasi
ati
Pork Cittiln
, 7tlictir":nbre Ground -51
50 vonChuck
om Giound RoundLZ—J

131" WB 302—V-8, body moulding, special paint, explorer interior trim, bright windshield
mouldings, door edge guards, bright bumper guards (front).

co
. t.P

50

$5.00 purchase,

2700 Poplar

323- 8363

Memphis, Te1111.

World's Largest Ford Dealers

excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and in add,
Mon to anv other pur
clusee requirements
Cood thru Tues. Aunt"
TOP
Limit one
VAlAX/'

wItt,
°upon and
SS 00 addit,onzi purchase.
f-gc /tiding tobacc o and
fresh or rroten
OtOducts
Good thy. rues .1une 171
Lo.',0 one

TWO s4 0, FROZEN.0
Foe DeLuee P.zzas
h oko 11 F F
COoked Beet f niters
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10 To Receive Awards Vance Library Has Story Hour
At NNPA Convention

The Vance Avenue Branch Other story hours will he
of the Memphis Public Library held on July 1 and 22, and
began its twice-a-month Sum- August 5 and 19
CHICAGO — U.S. Mr Force creating The
Philadelphia Plan mer Story Hour last Thursday, A large nujnber of neighborBrigadier-General and a bright
by which black workers may June 3, and the next one will hood children were presen.
young t el evision
producer
were among the ten individuals share in the fruits of labor. be held on Wednesday, June to enjoy the first story hour
34, at 1 p.m.
named t his week to receive Wayne County
last Thursday.
auditor, Richthe annual Russwurm Awards ard Austin was
selected for
of the National Newspaper Pub- his asture politic
al leadership
lishers Association.
in his city of Detroit that servThe Awards, the highest ed to unify black and white
honor bestowed by the NNPA, voters in the interest of good
are given annually in memory government.
of John B. Russwurm, founder The Vice-Mayor
of Atlanta,
of the nation's first black Ga., Maynard
Jackson, was
newspaper, Freedom's Jour- named for having
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
achieved
nal in 1827.
DEPUTY PROMOTED —
political status in a• Southern
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGG
AGE
George N. Carter, who joined
ate
The Awards will be present- City and thereby giving hope
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
the Shelby County Sheriff's
and
inspira
tion
to
million
s
of
ed during the NNPA's 30th
Department as a deputy on
annual convention in Chicago disfranchised people of the
MONEY LOANED
Oct. 25, teee, has been proon June 18. Serving as chair- area.
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
moted to the rank of sergeant,
man of the awards commit- Dr. Angie Brooks presid
,
ent
effective June i. and is as.
tee is Howard B. Woods, pub- of the United Nation was
176
AI 1711 RIAU STREET JA 6-530C4
cited
signed to the Jail Division, He
lisher of the St. Louis Sentinel. for her leadership
in
the
Is married and the father of
inALPHAS FETE it'Ol:NG — Members of AlCross. dean, LeMoyne-Owen College; Mr.
two children. Sgt. Carter is ac• pha Phi
Named as recipients were: ternational political field and
Alpha Fraternity entertained WhitYoung. Atty. George Brown, president of
the in Boy Scout work sponBrigadier - General Daniel women in the world.
nes M. Young, executive director of t h e
local Alpha chapter, and Herman Ewing, (Chapine ) James
sored by te Sheriff's Depart, Jr., now
National Urban League, during his recent
director of Memphis Urban League.
mete.
Deputy Assistant Secretary of The young and talented actor
visit to Memphis. From lett are William
— Al Freeman, Jr., who has had
Delen
I Public Affairs,) -se for
" ,, starring roles in the theatre.
the Department of Defens
•
e,
•
whose exploits in the Air on the screen and in television
was another of the recipients
• It You Have Any Trouble What so ever
Force are legendary. ,
of the coveted awards.
•
The producer of "Black
In Getting Driver license
•
•
police
A
man-minister,
the
Journal."
William
GreaYes, Rev. Melvin
Floyd of Philaone of the young film makers
•
of our time, has been the delphia was cited for his constructi
commu
ve
nity
effort
I executive producer on Black
•
Officers and members ofjrons, Walter Evans.
in his city. As a member
6
Dr. Wil- Journal since its inception.
of the department's community
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter them 0. Speight, Jr., Claren
ce
relations division, the Rev.
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,:Christian. Atty. James Swear. The Rev. Jesse Jackson, Floyd
has exemplified the kind
director of SCLC's "OperaInc. entertained their esteem-l engen, Clyde
Venson, Dr. tion Breadbasket" was named of posture that has helped
ed and famed Alpha brother.. Robert Howse, Eldridge Mit- for his dynamic leadership in many of the less fortunate.
Whitney M. Young, executive chell.
Harold Winfrey, Harper guiding this program to new
director of the National Urlevels of influence and reban League, along with the Brewer, Robert Woodard, John
Dr. Benjamin Mays, distinlocal Urban League staff at a Ford, William Cross. George
"Cocktail Party" in the Ten- Clark, Charles Patterson, Wal- guished educator and scholar,
nessee Room at the Chisca lace Wilburn. Jr. and Edison was selected for his long standing contribution to the uplift
Plaza Hotel, after he deliverMorrison,
of America's greatest minoried a stirring address for a
ty. The former 'president of
banquet.
Also Major George Robin- Morehouse
College in Atlanta,
Three of Memphis leaders,
son George Watkins, Charles is also a regular contribuwere honored for their many'
contributions to this city andi Swing' Thomas Doggett, tor to the black press.
the Memphis Urban League,'William Chapman, Dr. Ed- Assistant Secretary
of Labor
among them was another Alpha'ward
William
Haw- Arthur Fletcher was cited for
Reed
Dr. Hollis Price, president of kiss, Frank Gray. Carl John- courage and percep
tion of the
LeMoyne Owen College.
plight of minority workers in
Some of the Alpha men with s4)°, Eldridge Williams, Dorsey the United States and
for
their wives or sweethearts at- Hopson. Dr. Arthur Horne,
tending the affair with special Atty. A. A. La t tin g,
guests of the local Urbanl Harold Shaw, Atty. H. T. Lock.
League were Atty. George
Brown, newly elected President ard, William Mardis, Dr. T. W.
Overof Alpha Phi Alpha, Earnest' Northcross. Rose oe
L. Young. outgoing president ton, Overtis Wilson,
of the fraternity. Raymondi
Melton. Leon Freeman, John And Marshall Horton, Dr.
Strong, W. T. McDaniel.
. W. 0. Leland Joe Young, Dr. Fred
AUTOMOBILE
Clark. Aubrey Turner, Thomas Drivers, Joseph Westbrook, Dr.
Perkins. Fredric E. Letcher, C. J. Bates, Jethro Alexander,
MECHANIC AT SEARS
Wtllie 17 Lindsey, Jr., Eddie
II you can qualify. Sears has an
Thom as Watkins, Atty. Will out:landing opportunity for the
eerie' minded Individual. Top salary
Clark, Johnny Williams, Mel- for forty boors Week with the
:following excellent benefits: Profit
vin Tuggle, B. S. Lewis, Ken- sharing
FOR SALE BY
program. paid vacation and
neth
hoeidays. Group life and hospital
Cole,
Patter
Atty
.
.1.
O.
Look for this 100th Anniversary
U.S. GOVERNMENT
Apply
son.
J.
r
and
Many more who In
-symbol on every bottle o186 and 100
na=
:sa
onri
riet:er
ic:apee
du:
ria•
VETERANS
were guests of the local Urban Sears Roebuck and Company. 495 N..
proof Old Forester.
Crosstown
ADMINISTRATION
Memphis,
(Retell)
League. "
Tennessee, Sears is an Equal Op689-91 Bethel
$10,950
portunity Employer.
10 rooms. 2 baths, Irlwoodlaild
$250 Down
- 2181 VOLLINTINE —Newly decorated
5 West Biscayne
$12,950
'3 BR. Home. Large equity assume
6 rooms, I bath, Asb. $250 Down
4a"e Loan PHA or VA Can Owner
for appt. 275-1369.
3464 Daggett
$9.300
5 rooms, I bath, Asb. $250 Down
660 Decatur
$8,950
5 rooms. I bath, Fr. $250 Down
Since 1935
9,ocalons
1274 Greenwood
$11.250
ZENITH HANDCRAFTED
8 rooms, 1 bath, AsblS
12 in DIAG
$250 Down
The ROAMER
A1331 1490-92 Humber
$3.500
Compact molded multi-color
7 rooms. 2 baths, Fr. $500 Down
cabinet sculptured in
crisp,
clean rectangular lines.
MAXIMUM 2 YEAR LOAN. VA
Colors: Avocado with
TO MAKE NO, REPAIRS OR
greige,
Ace will give away trips 1970
Tan with White, Brown
UTILITY CHECK
with
Model Portable TV Register any
Light Tan or Charcoal
with
BLACK and WHITE
time between May .21 and June
2444 Kimball
Light
Blue. Deluxe Video
$10,950
20, 1970. This set will be given
Range Toning System.
5 rooms, 1 bath,frameiasb
Monoaway FREE on June 20, 1970.
int Handcrafted
pole Antenna. Cabinet
L,
)
,"")
$250 Down
size.
No need to be present at drawing.
10,i" high, 157/8"
CENTERS OF AMERICA,
1549.51 Maplewood St. $7.750
stemma seaster
wide. 10
Remember & register at any one
1/61"deep.
7 rooms. 2 baths, Fr/ Wood/SW
of 5 Ace Stores
No Down Payment
NOTHING TO BUY—JUST COME
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
2153 CENTRAL AT COOPER
IN and
giant-screen 23" Mao. compact console
OR UTILITY CHECK
REGISTER AT ANY ACE STORES
276 4585
with exclusive Zenith
1136-38 Railton Ave.
$32,750
COLOR COMMANKR CONTROL
10 rooms, 2 baths, BV (Duplex)
1.750 Down
onweeilemOnf.,,a0
1381 Standsidge
$9.950
t`i rooms, I bath, Asb. $250 Down
At 86 or 100 proof
nukes it easy to
NO DISCRIMINATION
or changing roomcompensate
°There is nothing better in the market '
CAN YOU USE
light conditions-by letting you
ANYONE CAN BUY
adjust
sENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKS' Sy, rKi kg Inn PROOF RoTTLED I Brrsir Long term, 845% Loans
contrast,
color
level
MORE
available
OROWN.FORMANI DISTILLERS CORPORM IONAl LOUISVILLE IN KEN
brightness, instantly, with and
l'UCKS 0 1970.
See Any Broker
one
simple

THAN'S

LOAN

FFICE

r• LEARN TO DR
.
17
1

It's an Old Forester
kind ofday.

Cocktail Party Given
For Whitney M. Young

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

•
•

JOAN GOLDEN

WLOK's director of CAC handled 1,000
phone calls last month. If you have a problem
call her at IA? - 9565.

CLASSIFIED
ADS

She was also chosen Woman of The Year.

And in the past 100 years
there's been a lot ofthem.

W 1.01i.0

LT.12

24 HOURS

PANELING!

3 Colors

OLD
FORE

Et

A

FIRST-LINE

PANti

Portable TV

PLYWOOD CITY

111111Miew

Ni

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
n CONVE
NIENT
LOCATIONS

THE TI -STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY 1/

HERE FOLKS LikE YOU
GET PREFERE.FITI
4E
SERVICE

The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The FOHOW1111 Locations:
Aire Grocery
126 Kerr Aw•
•
Alezeinder Sundry
387 Leath

Pore Kyotck Dr;y• Inn C...226$ Pork Ay..
•
Bellevue 7 '11 Dor•y• Inn G.o.
1804 S. Bellevue

Neel Sundry
Vanc• & L aud•odolf

South 3rd

Oriole Drug
1014 MissIssiPai 942.1712

V & N Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Bailey's Drug 510,•
1547 Brood A

3 &J Sundry
2119 Chelsets Ar•

Rosewood Pharmacy
1C18 Lauderdale

Sumer
143 Leuderdele 526.9940

Pearson Groc•ry
3540 Wearer Rd.

Ros• Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans

S42995

Nifty Sundry
2541 Supreme

Lincoln Sundry
Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948.4531 652 Richmond

Caroni Sundry
106 E. Colbetw

Klendylo• Food Center
1287 Vollentine 216-9509

Rus•otll Resell Drug.
2445 Chelsea

Wellington Strait Sundry
918 S. Wellington

Fer4 Rood
.31” Fonl Reed

Klontlyk• Sundry
1293 Vellertriv• 272-3112

S,vr Ste,

Dr,••-ln Gm.
178 W. Mitchell Rd.

Pr•scott Drugs
S. Bellevue & Gil

until 10 o'clock A.M., C.D.S:I
Thursday. June 2, 1970 for the

L & N Sundry
142 Silvereee

Serino.. Sundry
Vonc• & Lauderda'•

Little Lit. Sundry
1649 Lathan.

McGowen Sundry
349 Vance

Suburban Drug
752 E. Mclismor• 948-4576

G•ner•1 Drugs
281 W. Mitchell

furnishing of the toll:wing equip-.
ment F. 0. B., 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee transpotation prepaid:

George low:ter 8 N•we
1101 Flo•atene
Glenview Seeder
1550 Peethorereed
Gielehrri's ;waif,
7$33 Perk Ave. 324-9327

Mac Driv• Inn
367 Tilcoc

Strozier Drugs
•2192 Chilies. 276.2588

News Vender
K roger S. 3rd

Magnolia Sundry
2037 Boyle 4.•

Srnith Sundry
14.47 Florida

N•y.• V•nder
Main at Linden

1.8. ienrier
613 Yeet• Arenas

Si.tdoy
448 Walkler

Smith's Texaco Seryic• Ste
337 Mitchell Rd.

N•we Vender
Main at Vane•

Jel Drierin Grocery
IMO S. Perinoor C.

Mile.,. Grocierr
263$ Pork Ay•

Stannett• Sundry
4411 Walker Aron.*

N•ws V•nd•o
Main at Calhoun

irrillaween Orecrer
4711 Kere Lake Rd.

U. Shan Sundry
800 Miss.

Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E. Trigg

Maws V•nder
Kroaer Airways ft Lerner

Jiffy Stenil
c
Park &

Merkel Laundry
204 W. Drools'

Sograr Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
525.8811 - 5264727

Jiffy 500.1
,
9
21•4 Park Are 152-1101

On MedIa.

Triple A Sundry
303 Vinci

Jiffy Swear/
752 N. Denies

N.hy Sunditr
Hamilton & Supritor•

Ivories Super•nork,..
226 W. Brooes Road

is. Neng G...
Nellie...094 &*

filgtin

WORLD NEWS CO.
Al? Out.of•Town Pews
113 Nrowee Ave 5264920

at

V.A. Mosp..01 Vend*.
•

MART
Aft Ou,..irt*wn Peger•
"
, 5264648
10 N. Me,

Sundriss

3013 .1•5neen Ave
W•Ilingten Sundry
Wet/limiter,
251 E. Mclenter•

A907M
THE NEWCASTLE
Charming
Early
American
styled Cabinet in genuine
Maple veneers and select
hardwood solids exclusive of decorative front. Tape Input/O
ntput jacks plus provision for
optional extension
speakers
with optional adapter
kit.
1140,0

0
0040.0ww.,

Oreille Ledbetter

Secretary

S44888
12'n-Seper Portable TV'!
in picture.
DIAG.
74 sq.

BIG SCREEN 18::

r
TE
er. $7800

95 loapctkisonaiPluex
extensi
ten:pr on

C

L. E GATLIN.
P G. KINKLE
L E GATLIN, JR

•

A•irleSe
68,10 tale

WHI
Tee ROAMER A1331
L,ghtweoght
Super portable
for porch,
patio, den,
bedroom or
anywhere! Beautifully
molded
cabinet
has
sorter
convenient
built-In
carry handl* and
Order
comes 'fou. contem
porary decorator
by
color combina
tions
Phone
We service
17 radioimmediate Delivery
dispatched
trucks
'pearl

A908.
THE MENARD
Majestic Mediterranean
Styled
cabinet in choice Of Oak
yeneers with seisct
hardwo
od
'solids, exclusive of
decorat
ive
front.
Tape
input/Output
ovision
spe
speaker
with optional adapter
kit.

APPLIANCE

iTIT

COLOR
$19995 TV

ACE

-.18-JIM
• -dr

ONE YEAR SERVI
CE
NO EXTRA
CHARGE

't

411

instead

THE ADAI R
S2980W
Oeaiitulul
Contemporary
ayied
jinpact console in
W al nut color. Coii•
'amen tl y
Placed
mounted
.3101 controls featuri
ng exInsive Zenith
Color Co,,
nauder Control.

140141C0
8

50-6 Cubic Yard Containers( for garbage and
trash)
Specifications are available
the Memphis Housing Au-

thority Office. 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee.
Time of delivery must be
stated in proposal. The Memphis
Housing Authority reserves the
right to reject any and all bids,
to waive any informaility in the
bids and to place the award with
whomsoever it May elect.
Address proposals to the
Memphis Housing Authority. 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee and mark "EilD ON STEEL
CONTAINERS FOR GARBAGE
AND TRASH "
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORIT

•hree.

buy this handcrafted Zenith
Portable TV

TO BIDDERS
Proposals will be received
sy the Memphis Housing Aulonty at its office at 700 Adams
Avenue
Memphis.
Tennessee

Kauffman Drive•In Grec•oy
1 297 Lauderdale

Pus" Sets.

17995

LEGAL NOTICE

Lime. Sundry
2086 Chelsea

Centrel Prescription Shoo
593 Vence

129 Renrill•

control

A42I6W
uts andIng Co or
V Value!
Contemporary
SUTTON. A- 410-C1
s
tryld
:
a tilcuol moact console in
tractive, o .rable Lamidall atin
grained Walnut color. 5" x 3"
DIAG
Twin-cone speaker. VHF and
PICTURE
UHF Spotlit. Dials.
Room -to-Room Mobilit
y
ONE YEAR SERVICE Tr.- , compact styled painted
metal
NO EXTRA CHARGE cabinet in Slate Gray color. Zenith
Deluxe Video Range
Tuning System.
22,000 Volts of Picture
Power
STAND INCLUDED
ON THIS BLACK
and WHITE SET

The LINDEN
S2960W

369

Now
enjoy easy
room mobility with room-tuthis dec.
orat or-com pact
table model
color
TV that is
feature Liae
g
.
Packed with Zenith
[
41 4
011ZEI
quality.
Check the features
below, before you Buy!
STAND INCLUDED

SINCE 1945 5
•
•
•
•
•

_

GAS RANGE
36 Series!

LOCATIONS

3431 5U111111
5337 P12111•11
6
37,0
11,
4
811:
1
3111 714011411 , 14w7 11 11
10117141 • • • • 3844141
1574 LIMAS
4251 HWY. 31 sours
MOMS
ALL 5 STORES OPEN
'TIL 0 EVERY NIGHT

S16995
MODEL
GRJ•161 2

c

